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MG John M. Curran took command of the U.S. Army Aviation Center and Fort Rucker, 
Ala., and became chief of the Aviation Branch during an Aug. 9 ceremony on the post's 
Howze Field. Curran, formerly assigned to Europe's Regional Command, South, took 
over from MG Anthony R. Jones. 

Northrop Grumman Corp. has been selected to demonstrate the next phase of the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency's (DARPA) Affordable Moving Surface 
Target Engagement (AMSTE) program. Northrop Grumman's Integrated Systems 
sector is conducting the project through its Airborne Ground Surveillance and Battle 
Management (AGS&BM) Systems organization . The purpose of the AMSTE program 
is to develop a system that locates and tracks a ground target moving at up to 50 mph 
and destroy it with an affordable precision weapon. 

Army Aviation Association of America (AAAA) and Army Aviation Pub
lications, Inc. (AAPI) have relocated their office effective Aug . 10, 2001. The new 
mailing address is 755 Main Street, Suite 40, Monroe, CT 06468-2830; Telephone: 
(203) 268-2450; Fax: (203) 268-5870. 

WestWind Technologies has been awarded a $11 .9 million task order by U.S. 
Army Operations Support Command to procure equipment, manufacture kits and 
modify 10 UH-60L Black Hawks for the Army National Guard search-and-rescue 
mission. The program is managed by the U.S. Army Aviation and Missile 
Command's Program Manager for Utility Helicopters, and the work will be per
formed at Redstone Arsenal's Logistics Support Facility. 

As the nation recovers from the recent terrorist attacks at the World Trade Center and 
Pentagon, many elements of the Department of Defense and Army have brought their 
resources to bear. Above, a Black Hawk is seen against the New York Skyline as it 
delivers Secretary of the Army Thomas E. White to the deck of the hospital ship USNS 
Comfort in New York City on Sept. 19, 2001 . 

(U.S. Navy photo by PH2 Aaron Peterson) 

Briefings continued on page 33 r:tr 
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Over 15 Years of Field Experience On More Than 3,000 Aircraft 
Have Proven That the ACC Mini-Ejector Heat System 

Can Take On the World's Most Extreme Environments. 

The ACC System Is the Superior Choice for the UH-60 
• Up to 118,000 BTUH output 
• Weighs as little as 16.5 Ibs. (Option 2) 
• Less than 2 amps electric power 

• Maximum heaVdefog capabilities 
• Cockpit floor heat 
• 46 Ibs. net installed weight 

Heat & Defog Locations: 
• Chin window defog (2 ea.) 
• Cockpit floor heaters (2 ea.) 
• Cockpit mid-level heaters (2 ea.) 
• Overhead viewing window defog (2 ea.) 
• Pilot & Copilot side window defog (2 ea.) 

• Gunner's window defog 
(2 ea., each side) 

• Gunner's position heater, 
floor level (2 ea.) 

• Aft bulkhead heater (2 ea.) 

• No blowers, no ducts, no maintenance 
• Does not intrude on space in aft 

transition area 

(To be co·installed with 
factory cockpit heater) 

Advantages: 
• Ultra-light, 16.5 Ibs. net installed 
• Total Output @ 25 F: 84,400 BTUH 

(vs. 70,600 BTUH Electric Heater @ 

1,440 Watts) 
• Easily removable: 15 minutes 

ACC Air Comm Corporation 
----... 0......... 3( 300) Airport Road

f
, BO( Ulde)r, CO 80301 

©2001 Air Comm Corporation . 

303 440-4075 . ax 303 440-6355 . www.aircommcorp.com 

America's #1 Producer of High-Performance Heaters & Air Conditioners for Turbine-Powered Helicopters 



The UH-60 Black Hawk and CH-47 ~UI.IIV~'.Q. 
fonned admirably for the last 20 to 40 years, nlsoec:tivelv 
Years of worldwide employment and high opf:ra,llon.ai 
pos (OPTEMPOs) have taken a toll on fleet and 
maintainability. To ensure a combat effective cargo and 
utility fleet into the 21 st century, my Combat Developments 
Directorate and the project managers in Hunts ille, Ala., 
are executing a modernization effort across CH -4 7D 
and UH-60AIL fleet. 

Updating the Chinook 
Currently, the project manager (PM) for ca/go helicopters 

plans to rebuild 300 of the Army's 431 CH-4'7D a' c aft to 
the CH-47F standard to bridge the ga~£ the ~ture. 
Improvements to the CH-47 include incre in rei abVity, 
maintainability, transportability, the resto t on of It~ l\er
formance capabilities and the ability to effectively dPerate 
on the digitized battlefield of tomorrow. 

The rebuild of the CH-47D airframe - which was itself a 
rebuild ofCH-47A, Band C airframes - will return it to as 
new a condition as possible. Included in the rebuild will be 
all-new electrical wiring, hydraulic lines, air-
frame stiffening to reduce vibration lev
els, a new cockpit section, improv-
ed bilge paint with corrosion 
protection, enhanced air-trans
portability provisions, the Low 
Maintenance Rotor (LMR) 
Hub and a digitized cockpit. 

The CH-47F airframe 
rebuild will extend the 
Chinook's life for another 20 years, while also significantly 
reducing operations and support costs associated with oper
ating the fleet. Airframe stiffening and the resultant reduc
tion of airframe vibration levels promise to significantly 
improve the CH-47F's reliability and maintainability. 
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Improved bilge will enhance corrosion-prevention 
effOlts in the field. 

The CH-47F wil be fielded with the Enhanced Air 
TranspOltability Kit, hich provides features that reduce the 
time needed to prep e the aircraft for air transport. During 
field testing, enhance air transpOltability provisions reduced 
man-hours by 58 per nt and time by 65 percent in the dis
assembly and assemb · of the aircraft for air transport. 

The LMR will red ce operations and support costs and 
maintenance burden ompared to the current rotor head. 
The objective is incr sed fleet readiness by replacing the 
existing oil-lubricate rotor hubs with an improved hub 
using "dry film" beari gs. The LMR will provide a six-fold 
decrease in material osts, no scheduled depot overhaul, 
increased life limits, I components will be field replace
able, and reduction 0 more than 60 percent in parts, cou
pled with significan~liability improvements. This all 
translates to a projec three percent improvement in air
craft availability pe~ V\' r, which provides up to 10 addi
tional days per airfr~tf1d p-er year. 

The CH-47F COi t WiB provide aircrews with increased 
situational awaren s tM~h a digital-messaging capabili-
ty and a moving- ~ di y. The aircraft will achieve this 

through a 1 5 da us, Improved Data Modem 
(IDM), Mu\ti- ncti n isplays (MFDs), Electronic 
Flight Instfum nt I displays, Control Display 
Units (CDU) and du G S navigation systems. This 
equipment will allow the CH-47F to send and receive 
digital information, receive situational updates and 
communicate using digital messaging. These improve-

ments will enable the CH-47F connectivity to operate in 
the future operational battlespace. 

Operationally, the CH-
47F will restore per

fOlmance lost 
over the life of 
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Today's Army aircraft integration 
programs are more complex than 
ever. ARINC is the solution with 
the skills and experience needed 
to meet these challenges on both 
fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. 

Capabil ities 

• Design and Analysis 
• Kit Fabrication 
• Installation and Test 
• Publications 
• Training and Trainers 

Systems 

• Communications 
• Navigation 
• Surveillance 
• Safety 

Aircraft Experience 

Fixed Wing 

C-23BIB+ 
C-2 
EAlA-6 
E-4B 

KC-IO 

C-9 
KC-I35 
HU-25 
C-5 
C-130 

Rotary Wing 

OH-58D 
HH-65 
MHIUH-60 

MH!fH-53 

ARINC 



the CH-47D. It will be able to lift a 16,000-lb. load 
and cany it for a 50 nm combat radius, and cany 31 
troops for a 100 nm combat radius in a high/hot 
environment (4,000 feet PA/95 degrees F). The air
craft will be capable of self-deploying 1,056 nm 
with a 30-minute fuel reserve. The first two 
Engineering and Manufacturing Development 
(EMD) aircraft were inducted into the Boeing plant 
in Januaty 1999, and the first CH-47F made its 
maiden flight on June 25. 

The CH-47F program's approach to simulation 
training provides for a readily available, diverse, 
yet focused suite of devices designed to meet the 
multiple requirements ofthe maintainer and opera
tor. Training devices scheduled to be fielded with 
the aircraft include the CH-47F Avionics/Electrical 
Trainer, CH-47F Avionics Component Re
move/Replace Trainer, the CH-47F Cockpit 
Procedural Trainer and the CH-47F Flight 
Proficiency Trainer. Currently under development 
is the future CH-47F Transportable Flight 
Proficiency Simulator. It is a mobile, self-contained 
unit that utilizes the latest visual technology. 
Mounted on a transportable trailer, the system can 
be deployed as required with its unit. The system is 
a non-motion-based device designed to provide 
high-fidelity sustainment training to units in gatTi
son and while deployed. The Ch-47 and training 
devices are scheduled to be fielded concurrently. 

Upgrades to existing CH-47 Flight Simulator 
(2B31) devices have been funded. Initial efforts are 
currently underway at Fort Campbell, Ky., and in 
Korea. Upgrades consist of installation of a new 
Instructor/Operator station, new Image Generator, 
and modifications to provide T55-GA-714A and 
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engine air particle separator functionality. An area
specific visual database is being incorporated to 
provide increased realism in the device at Camp 
Humphreys, Korea. 

Upgrading the Black Hawk 
The UH-60M program will upgrade the air

frames, powerplants and avionics of UH-60A/L 
aircraft so they can more effectively operate in the 
battlespace of the future. 

The airframe improvements will standardize the 
fleet with the most current Modification Work 
Orders and Engineering Change Proposals. The 
improvements include removing Kapton wiring, 
refurbishing the stabilator and tailcone, installing a 
transition section access door, Electro Magnetic 
Interference (EMI) rewiring, Crashworthy External 
Fuel System (CEFS), new cabin and upper deck, 
transmission beams and servo beam rails, and 
adding External Stores Support System (ESSS) 
mounting hard points to the oldest UH-60As. 

The transition access door will facilitate access 
to avionics located in that section of the fuselage. 
EM! rewiring will add cable shielding to meet the 
modern Electromagnetic/Electronic Environment 
(E3). The improved CEFS will be crashworthy and 
capable of emergency jettison, will have an 
improved fuel monitoring system, and will provide 
for a single point refuel of both internal and exter
nal fuel tanks resulting in decreased refueling time. 

Propulsion improvements include an upgrade to 
the T700-GE-70 1 C/D engine, wide chord rotor 
blades, improved infrared (TR) signature suppres
sor, improved durability gearbox, new rotor head 
and controls. The 70 I C/O engine will provide the 
latest technology upgrades, increase performance 
and standardize the utility fleet to one engine, thus 
reducing the logistical footprint. The wide chord 
blades will provide the aircraft with additional lift 
capacity. The improved durability gearbox, rotor 
head and controls will increase reliability. 

Cockpit digitization is another major area of 
improvement for the UH-60M. The aircraft will be 
able to operate effectively in the future battlespace, 
gain long-range precision navigation, and pass dig
ital messages to improve situational awareness. 
Major improvements include a stormscope to pro
vide direction and distance to electrical discharge; 
a cockpit voice/flight data recorder, which will 
record all crew intercom voice and all radio voice 
and data messages; and an Automated Flight 
Control Computer, which will replace the obsolete 
Automated Flight Control System and offers a 
growth path for reduced pilot workload. 

UH-60M operator simulators will have the phys
ical and functional capabilities necessary for indi
vidual/crew and collective combined-arms train
ing, of selected critical tasks, to the appropriate 
standard. The cockpit, flight controls, weapons, 
sensors, Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE), 
communications and navigation systems of these 
simulators will accurately replicate, physically and 
functionally, those of the actual aircraft and its sys-
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tems to preclude negative habit transfer. 
UH-60M maintenance training devices will simulate the 

physical and functional fidelity neceSSalY to train selected 
critical tasks to applicable U.S. Army Training and Doc-

trine Command standards. These critical training tasks rep
resent a burden sharing between the field and the training 
base. New training devices will be required to support train
ing on the 1553 avionics/navigation data buss. 

Current operator and maintainer UH-60A/L training 
material, devices and simulators will continue to support 
UH-60A/L training until the fully modernized UH-60M 
has replaced all systems in the field. New and/or modified 

New, !/f(!~(J()-er/, Light-Weight 
Emergency Egress Lighting Systems 

The H. Koch & Sons (0. new Emergency Egress 
Lighting (EELS) Systems will guide passengers' way to 
every available escape exit with proven EELS technology. 
That means industry-leading visibility, more LEOs per linear 
foot, lighter weight a nd lower cost. 

New System Improvements 
Powered by reliable batteries developed for the Space Station, 
EELS' illuminate both narrow and wide-angle yellow-green 
LEOs to deliver a life-saving 130° of viewing angle through 5 
meters of turbid water, smoke and dust. 

~~® . ,' 
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• Meets MIL-L-85676 
• Average weight: 21 oz. per hatch 
• Temperature range: -1 O( to +71 O( 

• Altitude: -50 ft. underwater to +50,000 ft. 

(all us or visit our Web site to get our 
technical data sheet or ask about your 
specific installation. 

H. KOCH & SONS CO • 

(714) 779·7000 www.hkoch.com 
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training devices, individual/crew flight simulators, collec
tive simulation and training material are required to sup
port modernized UH-60M training loads. Upgrades to 
existing simulators are scheduled for completion late in 
fiscal year 2004. 

Additional lift and performance capabilities are 
required, but not yet technically available. These 
improvements will require an improved engine. The 
continual pursuit of the Common Engine Program 
(CEP) will allow us to incorporate these operational 
capabilities in future upgrades to the UH-60. 

Performance degradation has occurred in both the 
Black Hawk and Apache as a result of normal aircraft 
weight growth associated with new mission equipment 
packages. In addition, increased lift and range require
ments are being sought to support future battle scenar
ios. There is also a growing demand to reduce the logis
tical burden and costs associated with sustaining Army 
aviation. The CEP will develop a new engine applicable 
to Black Hawks and Apaches, which will enable 
achievement of both future payload and range require
ments. The CEP goals include a 25 percent reduction in 
specific fuel consumption (sfc) and a 60 percent 
improvement in shaft horsepower-to-weight ratio 
(shp/wt). These performance goals will be achieved 
while increasing the engine design life by 20 percent 
relative to the current T700-GE-701C engine. 

In addition, development of a common engine offers 
reduced logistics burden in terms of reduced operations and 
support (O&S) costs and reduced logistical footprint. The 
CEP program goal is to reduce O&S costs by 20 percent. 
The reduced O&S costs are realized in pali due to a 20 per
cent increase in engine design life, reduced parts count, 
improved diagnostics and improved specific fuel consump
tion compared to the current engine. Since the engine has 
been identified as the top O&S driver for the Black Hawk 
and number two for the Apache, significant cost savings 
will result from developing a common engine. 

Common to both cargo and utility programs is the M-
240D machine gun. The weapon is currently undergoing 
testing for use on Army aircraft. The weapon system must 
be type classified, which takes 18 to 24 months. Funding 
shortages have continually delayed this much-needed capa
bility. Once it is type classified, the weapon will be fielded 
to aviation units. 

We are also working with PM Cargo, PM Utility and 
the Technical Application Project Office on a Common 
Avionics Architecture system for the CH-47F, UH-60M, 
MH-47 and MH-60 aircraft. This common cockpit 
could significantly reduce procurement and support 
costs, reduce logistical support requirements and 
improve operational readiness for all these aircraft. 

We continue to work with the aircraft PMs and other 
organizations as an integrated team in order to provide 
our aviation soldiers with the most combat effective 
and reliable cargo and utility helicopter fleet the Army 
can afford. 

------ .: .. :. ------

MG John M Curran is the commander of the u.s. Army 
Aviation Center and chief of the aviation branch. 
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Optical and Space Systems Division 

100 Wooster Heights Road 
Danbury, CT 06810-7589 USA 
Phone: (203) 797-5975 

(800) 797-2872 
FAX: (203) 797-5958 

ANIAVR-2 
. Comanche 

Goodrich Aerospace now offers a full range of 
laser warning systems for aviation platforms. 

Chosen to provide laser 
warning for the U.S. 
Army's Comanche Team. 



AVIATION ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
Managing Transformation 

By JetTy Cox and Jim Hatfield 

On Aug. 20, 2001, a change-of -charter ceremony acknowledged a change of project man
agers and formally merged the Aviation Electronic Combat [AEC] Project Management 
Office [PMO] with the Aviation Electronic Systems [AES] PMO. 

Sixteen months earlier what is 
now the current PMO was three 
separate project offices manag

ing 16 product lines. Those offices 
were Advanced Threat Infrared 
Countermeasure and the Common 
Missile Warning System (ATIR
CM/CMWS), AEC and Aircrew 
Integrated. Systems (ACIS). In May 
2000 ATIRCMI CMWS PMO com
bined with ACIS PMO to form AES 
PMO, and in August 2001 AEC offi
cially merged with AES. The new 
office retained the name AES PMO. 
Figure 1 is an overview of the new 
organization. 

ACIS Product Office (PO) will 
function in the new organization with
out any changes since its merger with 
ATIRCM/CMWS over a year ago. 
The Suite of Integrated RF Coun
termeasures (SIRFC) PO, whose name 
has changed to RFCM, manages radio 
frequency and laser detection systems, 
and survivability training systems. A 
new product office, Infrared Coun
termeasures (IRCM) PO has been cre
ated to manage the ATIRCM/CMWS. 
Finally, the AEC PMO was down
graded to a product office renamed 
Aviation Mission Equipment (AME); 
it retains the same products and 
responsibilities as the previous AEC 
PMO. The new organization still has 
tlu'ee divisions - Logistics, Business 
and Technical - which report directly 
to the project manager (PM) but sup-

ARMY AVIATION 

PM, Aviation Electronic Systems 
Reorganization Structure as of 20 Aug 01 

Mr. Wesley McElveen, pti 

COL David Brown, DPM 

lRel;! Product Office 
Iitr. Ray Pi.!rusz .... PM 

Figu ... 1 

port each of the PMs. The field office 
at U.S. Army Conununications-Elec
tronics Command (CECOM) was also 
retained under the control of the PM. 

PM AES is responsible for aircraft 
survivability, aircrew integrated sys
tems, aviation electronics and digitiza
tion. These responsibilities are man
aged through four product offices: 
Infrared Countermeasures (IRCM) , 
Radio Frequency Countermeasures 
(RFCM), Aviation Mission Equip
ment (AME) and Aircrew Integrated 
Systems (ACTS). 

12 

AIlE: Avionics MI"lon Equlpm.nt 

IReM = Infrued Coun1ermtaSURS 

RfCM = Radio FrequencyCounlermUisures 

ACIS • AIr",,, Integrated Sy.te ... 

The IRCM Office is responsible 
for the development and field
ing of the Suite of Integrated 

Infrared Countermeasures (SIlRCM) 
programs. SIIRCM consists of the 
ANI ALQ-2l2 Advanced Threat In
frared Countermeasure Systeml 
Common Missile Warning System 
(ATIRCM/CMWS). The AN/AAR-
57 CMWS is a subsystem of ATIR
CM/CMWS, as well as a stand-alone 
missile warning system for platforms 
that do not utilize ATIRCMlCMWS 
active jamming functions . 
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SIIRCM System Components 

The ATIRCM/CMWS protects 
Army aircraft from a wide 
variety of infrared (IR) threat 

missiles, using a missile warning 
system (CMWS) and a directed IR 
countermeasure (ATIRCM). There 
are applications where the Army will 
use only a missile warning system 
and an expendables dispenser. The 
CMWS will provide warning and 
countermeasure cues to various 
countermeasure systems used within 
all three services. This requires the 
system to fit, both mechanically and 
functionally, within the large number 
of airframes. The ATIRCM/CMWS 
has been designed for employment 
on a range of Army and Navy heli
copters (see Figure 2 above). The 
lead test aircraft for the 
ATIRCM/CMWS is the Army MH-
60K helicopter. 

SIIRCM (-) is a variation of the 
system currently under consideration 
for selected applications. This con
figuration will consist of the CMWS 
Sensor, Electronic Control Unit, 
AN/ALE-47 Sequencer, Smart Dis
penser and Improved Countermea
sure Munitions. 

The SIIRCM is a modular system, 
which uses passive means to 
"declare" the approach of "valid" 
missiles. By definition, declaration 
occurs after the following are accom
plished: detected missile(s) is (are) 
determined to be valid, .and a coun
termeasure initiation command is 
sent to the countermeasure system. 
To be considered "valid" the missile 
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Figtu'e 2 

ATIRCM f CMWS u.s. 
Host Aircraft P latfonn s 

MH·6O\( • 
M)i·47E 
Wi·SOl 
MH·47D 

ArIllY Navy 

~H·64D 
EH·60A 
UH-60 
CH-47D 

MH-6OR 

I nternafI 
UI(ftpadle 
UKRMPA 
ASTOR 

. Lead setvice host "ircraft platfOfm 

must be closing on the host platform. 
If the missile is using IR energy for 
its tracking system, the system will 
then provide a countermeasure to 
cause the missile to miss and not 
damage the host platform. 

The RFCM Product Office man
ages the SIRFC, AN/TPQ-45 Air
craft Survivability Equipment 
Trainer (A SET) IV, AN/AVR-2A 
Laser Detecting Set and the APR 
39A(V)1. 

The AN/ALQ-211 SIRFC consists 
of the Advanced Threat Radar 
Warning Receiver and the Advanced 

IDM 

DGNS 
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Threat Radar Jammer. SIRFC will 
provide active and passive counter
measures against RF threats to 
ensure optimum protection for the 
host aircraft. It will provide addition
al warning and countermeasures 
against continuous wave and pulse, 
pulse Doppler and pulse compression 
threats. The suite will integrate with 
other onboard systems to enhance 
situational awareness. 

The AN/AVR-2A Laser Detecting 
Set is a passive laser-warning receiv
er which receives, processes and dis
plays threat information resulting 
from illumination by laser designa
tors, range finders and beam-riding 
missiles. The system provides suffi
cient warning to the crew to allow 
evasive maneuvers. The system also 
functions as a laser receiver for 
MILES/AGES II. 

The AN/TPQ-45 ASET IV is a set 
of tactical tlu'eat emitting training 
devices that teach realistic force-on
force and collective-team training. 
The ASET IV threat emitters will 
trigger the warning system and acti
vate the countermeasures onboard 
the aircraft. The ASET IV can be 
used with all aircraft equipped with 
ASE systems. 

T he AN/APR-39A(V)J pro
vides pilots warning of radar
directed threat air defenses. 

The system is deployed on Army 
AH-IF, AH-64A/D, CH-47D, MH-

: ; :;:~ .. ". 
. ~ ~ ~ :' ~ . 

.; ~: ---->- :----:<;. 
JTRS 

AMPS 

EGI 
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SIRFC 

ASETIV 

47E, UH-60A/L/Q, MH-60K and 
OH-58CID helicopters. The system 
is designed for use on low and slow 
flying fixed-wing and rotary-wing 
aircraft. It will be replaced by the 
AN/ALQ-211 SIRFC system. 

The AME Product Office man
ages the AN/ARC-220 Non
Line of Sight (NLOS) Radio, 

the Improved Data Modem (IDM), 
the Aviation Mission Planning 
System (AMPS), the Doppler GPS 
Navigation System (DGNS), the 
Embedded GPS Inertial System 
(EGI) and Global Air Traffic 
Management (GATM), and inte
grates for aviation the Joint Tactical 
Radio System (JTRS). 

The JTRS will be a family of 

~ 
~' ;.t .. 

~ ~ /-
MIHDS 

AN/AVR2A 

Figlll'e4 

affordable multi-band, multi-mode, 
multiple channel radios supporting 
advanced narrowband and wideband 

information. It simultaneously trans
mits and receives data over any of 
four different radios and processes 
messages up to 3,500 characters in 
length. Embedded Battle Command 
(EBC) software based on the Lynx 
real-time operating system will be 
integrated into the IDM for tactical 
Internet interoperability. 

The AN/ARC-220 HF radio pro
vides a 0-300 Ian NLOS communica
tions capability not available with 
current line-of-sight radios. The 
radio is currently being fielded to 
aviation units. 

GATM allows AImy aviation to 
remain interoperable and compliant 
with changing civil airspace architec
tures by upgrading aircraft communi
cations, navigation and surveillance 
avionics. The timelines for being 
compliant vary by geographic region. 

The Aviation Mission Planning 
System (AMPS) is a subordinate sys
tem of the Army Battle Command 
System, Maneuver Control System. 

"The JTBS will be a family of affordable multi-band. 
multi-mode, multiple channel radios supporting advanced 

narrowband and wideband waveform capabilities ... " 

waveform capabilities with integrat
ed computer networking features. 
JTRS will provide both line-of-sight 
and beyond-line-of-sight C41 capa
bilities to the warfighters operating 
in the 2 to 2000 MHz spectrum, and 
will be capable of transmitting voice, 
video and data. 

The IDM allows both air and 
ground forces to exchange digital 

CABS 

AMPS software is hosted on a 
portable ruggedized workstation. 
The AMPS automates brigade-and
below aviation mission planning and 
distribution of mission files among 
units, and provides mission down
loading into the aircraft for naviga
tion, communications, weapons and 
post-mission information. The 
AMPS is currently fielded. 

Virtual Cockpit 
Optimization 

Program 

The GPS program consists of 
two parts. The Doppler and 
Global Positioning System 

Navigation System (DGNS) pro
vides a combined Doppler/GPS nav
igation capability for the UH-60 and 
CH-47 fleet. The Embedded GPS/ 
Inertial Navigation System (EGI) is a 
tri-service program for aircraft 
equipped with a MIL-STD 1553 dig
ital data bus. The EGI is the objective 
solution for the AH-64 and OH-58D 
aircraft. The DGNS and EGI will be 
upgraded to meet Navigation Warfare 
(NAVWAR) requirements as well as 
provide civil capability for IFR en 
route and nonprecision approaches. 

The ACIS Product Office man
ages Aviation Life Support Equip-
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" Protecting 
m~ family 

is a duty I don't take lightly:' 

Permanent life insurance. When you leave the 
military, you'll need to convert your SGLI coverage to 
VGLI or a private insurance policy. But how long will you 
need the coverage? Whether you are protecting your 
family's financial security or your assets against taxes 
later in life - our permanent life insurance is there for 
the long run . * 

Permanent life insurance gives you lifetime insurance 
protection and the potential for ta x-deferred cash 
accumulation in one policy. And our Competitive Whole 
Life is rated number one in the industry. * * Our salaried 
account representatives wi ll help tailor a life insurance 
plan to protect your family's financial future. 

Call us toll free at 1-888-537-8502 
or visit us at usaa .com 

~ We know what it means to serve.® 

USAA INSURANCE' BANKING · INVESTMENTS • MEMBER SERVICES 

• Our permanent life insurance policies provide coverage through age 95 or 100 . 

•• Source: A.M. Best's Policy Reports. May 2000. Current Competitive Whole Life policy ranking is based on surrender-cost index. 10-year history. Policy form #LWL240ST 10-89 (may vary by 
statel. Life insurance is provided by USAA Life. except in NY In NY. life insurance is provided by USAA Life of NY USAA Life of NY was not surveyed by AM Best. 



ment (ALSE), Air Warrior, the 
Modular Integrated Helmet and 
Display System (MlHDS), Virtual 
Cockpit Optimization Program 
(VCOP) and the Cockpit Air Bags 
System (CABS) . 

ALSE consists of items of equip
ment needed to protect, sustain and 
enhance the performance of Army 
ai rcrews while in flight, and on the 

~-

ground during escape and evasion . 
Air Warrior is a modular aviator 
ensemble for rotary-wing aircraft 
crewmembers. It enhances the avia
tor's ability to accomplish mission 
requirements by reducing the avia
tor's equipment weight and volume, 
thus lessening the physical burden, 
and improving survivability espe
cially in a nuclear, biological or 

Goodrich Supports 
Winners. 

The world's largest helicopter operators 
choose our IMD-HUMS*. 

• Research breakthrough in 1987 
• Verification and validation in 1993 
• COSSI qualifying and service 

suitability in 1996 
Today the most comprehensive 

Dual-Use Integrated Mechanical Diagnostics 
Health and Usage Management System 
(IMD-HUMS*). 

Offering increased mission readiness, lower 
O&S costs, improved pilot confidence, and 
enhanced safety. 

Goodrich IMD-HUMS will be an integral part 
in digitizing today's Army, will pay for itself 

-~ .-

GOODRICH 

within 2 years and continue to contribute for 
the life cycle of the aircraft. 

Our system is standard equipment on the 
Sikorsky S92 and has been selected by 
more commercial and military operators in 
the world , including; the Sikorsky S76, the 
US Navy SH-60 and US Army UH-60 
Blackhawk, the CH-60 fleet, the USMC/ 
USN CH-53E Superstallion fleet, and USMC 
Bell AH-1Z and UH-1Y upgrades. 

Available today! All S&T and R&D 
are complete. We integrate and 
adjust to operators' requirements. 

We're On It. 
Fuel & Utility Systems, 100 Panton Road, Vergennes, VT 05491, USA 

Telephone 802-877-2911 • Fax 802- 877-411 3 • 
fus.sales.goodrich.com www.aerospace.goodrich.com 
Vibro-Meter (a Meggitt Company) is a partner of Goodrich in the IMD-HUMS development. 
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chemical (NBC) environment. 
The MIHDS integrates the HGU 

56/P aviator helmet with displays that 
provide the aviator with sensor 
imagery and symbols, while permit
ting the aircrew a clear view of the 
external environment during both day 
and night operations. The MIHDS 
can be integrated with current and 
future chemical biological (CB) 
masks to reduce/eliminate reductions 
in field of view when simultaneously 
worn with CB protective masks and 
night-vision goggles. 

VCOP provides a solution to pilot 
"information overload" by present
ing the pilot with information such 
as situational awareness , sensor 
imagery, flight data and battlefield 
information in a clear, intuitive 
manner, making the aircraft easier 
and safer to fly while also improv
ing mission performance. ·VCOP 
uses a full-color, high-resolution, 
daylight readable, see-through hel
met-mounted display to render 
essential situational awareness and 
flight data in a "Highway in the 
Sky" heads-up format, keeping the 
pilot's hands on the controls and out 
of the cockpit. 

The CABS is a crash-activated 
inflatable protection system intend
ed to supplement the current web
bing restraint systems on heli
copters. Tn a crash the air bags will 
inflate forward and lateral to the air
crew member, keeping the aviator 
away from impact hazards. In the 
uninflated mode the CABS will not 
obstruct the aircrew member. 

In summary, the AES PMO is 
uniquely organized to provide the 
aircraft platform PMs the latest in 
communications, navigation, sur
vivability and aviation crew perfor
mance. Additionally, AES strives to 
insure commonality and interoper
ability across all Army aviation 
platforms. By combining all special 
aviation equipment under the man
agement of one PM, aviation now 
has a one-stop shop for coordination 
of aircraft platforms and mission 
support programs . 

M,: Jim Hatfield is the Engineering 
Branch chieffoI' the IRCM PM. M,: 
Je/'l )i Cox is a program integrator 
in the AES PMO at Redstone 
Arsenal, Ala. 
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By LTC Thomas H. Bryant and MAJ James Delaney 

T he past year has been an eventful and fruitful year 
for the Program Executive Office (PEO) for 
Aviation and the Aircrew Integrated Systems 

Product Manager's Office. 
Since MG Joseph L. Bergantz, the PEO for Aviation, 

and I updated you last year, many positive events have 
occurred for Army aU·crew. Over the last year we have 
been able to spend our limited resources towards 
improving your flight operations today while leveraging 
technologies to keep your gear useful in the future. There 
have been improvements to legacy Aviation Life 
Support Equipment (ALSE), safety 
equipment and the Air Warrior (AW) 
program. All of these improvements 
are to one end - to get ALSE out of 
your decision cycle when you have to 
fly point for our nation. If you have to 
tailor any mission because of the ALSE 
you have or do not have, we all fail. 

On the legacy ALSE equipment 
front, the Product Manager (PM) for 
AU'crew Integrated Systems (ACIS) 
has teamed with PMs across the Army 
and the other services to ensure you 
have the best equipment the Army can 
afford. Examples of this upgraded 
equipment are Communication Ear 
Plugs (CEPs), Laser Eye Protection 
(LEP), the HGU-56P helmet and the 
ALSE School upgrade. All of you will 
be glad to know that the Army and 
Congress recognized the importance 
many of you place on the CEP. This 
year, the Army will fmalize a contract 
for nearly 7,400 CEP sets, accelerating 
this part of the A W program so it can 
start to reach the field in January or 
February of 2002. 

On the LEP fi'ont, the Army teamed 
with the Air Force to provide the latest 
Ul nighttime LEP with the Clear Laser 
Eye Protection Infrared (CLEPIR) 
spectacle. In addition, we were able to 
procure CLEPIR spectacles that are 
modified for use by aviators who fly 
with the Integrated Helmet and Display 
Sight System (IHADSS) on the AH-
64A/D Apache attack helicopter. These 
CLEPIR spectacles are highly compat
ible with your ANVIS night-vision 
goggles and the Apache's Helmet 
Display Unit (HDU). 
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Over this past fiscal year we continued to field a limited 
number of HGU-56/P helmets to the National Guard. Now 
that certain waivers for subcomponents have been secured, 
we will restart National Guard helmet fieldings full-force, 
starting with the California Aviation Classification Repair 
Activity Depot (AVCRAD) in September 2001 and ending 
some 7,400 helmets later. 

An important fact for all National Guard aviators to Imow 
is that Congress and the Army have set aside funds for hel
mets specifically for the National Guard. Ordering the 
HGU-56/P will result in a cancelled order and mmecessari
Iy tie up your unit funds. 

ARMY AVIATION 

Lastly, we are continuing to 
upgrade the ALSE "Q2" course for 
ALSE technicians. Over the last 
year, with the help of 1st Battalion, 
13th Aviation, we were able to bring 
the ALSE school within U.S. Army 
Training and Doctrine Command 
(TRADOC) standards, extend the 

course two weeks, and imple
ment eight new training cours

es that are available at Fort 
Rucker, Ala. , or in a take
home package format. 

Our fielding and devel
opment of safety equipment 
continued over the last year, 
concentrating on 1:\'10 primary 
items, the MA-16 Inertia Reel 

and the Cockpit Air Bag 
System (CABS). The MA-16 

• Inertia Reel has been installed 
on many Army aircraft types to 
date and will dramatically reduce 
the number of injuries to our 
cockpit aircrew caused by the 
flexing of the current MA-6 or 
MA-8 reels . On the CABS front, 
the PM ACIS team has complet
ed a production decision for two 
aircraft types and is moving 
towards the first aircraft installa
tions of these life-saving systems 
in May 2002, on Black Hawk. 
The most exciting developments 

in Army aircrew equipment this 
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year came in the A W program. Despite having its budget cut 
by 40 percent over the next six years, the A W Team 
designed a block development program that will ensure air
crews will begin to see the basic version of this superb avi
ation warfighting system as early as FY 04, while we con
tinue to develop vital technology inserts over the next six 
years for Blocks 2 and 3. 

In January 2001 the AW Team finalized the system design 
and has since commenced subsystem and system testing to 
ensure that the system you receive can work in any aircraft 
and in any environment. Electromagnetic Environmental 
Effects, Cooling, Flame Retardancy, Chemical Exposure, 
Extraction Harness Load Strength and a host of other envi
ronmental tests have already been successfully completed as 
the A W system prepares for formal Developmental and 
Operational Testing by the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation 
Command. At this time next year, we expect to report that 
we are finishing OT and work on Block I production con
tracts while we are simultaneously completing the initial 
steps on such Block 2 innovations as the Wireless Intercom 
System and the Electronic Data Manager. 

While we tend to foclls on the A W system's development 
to ensure it is on track, we at PM ACIS know that you want 
a complete system fielded that you can easily maintain. 
Along with DT and OT this next year, we are facing a logis
tics demonstration on four separate aircraft types. During 
these demonstrations, PM ACIS will show how we can 
avoid "drive-by" fieldings as we address AW training, man
uals, training-course development, supplies, operational and 
basic loads, storage and maintenance for the system. 

As we stated in the beginning, the men and women of PM 
ACIS are working to ensure that Army aircrews fly with the 
best equipment. We know that there are many issues, both 
with current and future equipment, that we didn't fully 
address this year. However, we are getting closer to solving 
many long-term problems. For instance, many of you want 
better and lighter helmet-mounted displays that offer more 
in the way of color, brightness and field of view. The PM 
ACIS helmet team is nearing a flight demonstration of a 
Laser-based Retinal Scanning Display system that exceeds 
the clarity and brightness requirements of anything current
ly proposed. 

Overall, we want to leave you with this: at PM ACTS we 
have nearly 450 years of experience with ALSE and approx
imately 40,000 hours (6,000 combat) in Army aircraft. We 
know ALSE, and we Imow it's our job to get you the ALSE 
you want to use on evelY mission. We no longer want your 
ALSE to dictate to you what terrain, enviro1U11ent or tlu'eat 
you can handle. While we have come much closer to that 
goal this past year, we are not done. Wherever you are fly
ing on point for our nation, we look forward to hearing from 
you and ensuring your ALSE needs are met. Please contact 
us at ourwebsite (http://www.peoavn.redstone.army.mill 
aes/), via facsimile to (256) 313-4346 or (DSN) 896-4346, 
or by telephone at (256) 313-4255 or (DSN) 897-4255. 

.: .. :. - --- - -

MAJ James Delaney is the assistant product manager jar 
the Ail' Warrior System, part oj the Program Executive 
Office jar Aviation. LTC Thomas H. BIJJant is the product 
manager jar aircrew integrated 5ystel11s. Both are based at 
Redstone Arsenal, Ala. 
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The Case for 
ArmyCS~ 
By CPT James 1. Mazel Jr. 
and CW2 Timothy S. O'Sullivan 

ARMY AVIATION 

The "Red Barons" of the Korea-based 
Company B, 1 st Battalion, 52nd 
Aviation Regiment, were recently 

given the task of researching what it would 
take to convert the unit to a . true combat 
search and rescue (CSAR) unit. 

The company has already been performing 
over-water emergency downed aircrew 
recovery in support of the 6th Cavalry 
Brigade and has a well developed over-water 
aircrew training plan. What we lack is the 
equipment to perform the mission. In this arti~ 
cle we will discuss some of the lessons we 
have learned, the questions we still have, and 
the suggestions we believe are needed in 
order to train and equip a unit for this 
demanding mission. 

The Mission 
FM 90-18, "CSAR: Multi-Service Proce

dures for Combat Search and Rescue," states 
that the Army does not have dedicated CSAR 
units or aircraft, but points out that CSAR is a 
second31Y mission for rotary-wing Army avia
tion units. We think this must change, because 
cross-FLOT and over-water operations are too 
difficult to be a second my mission. 

The Air Force has recently recognized 
the complexity of rescue operations and 
has designated a new career field for offi
cers , that of joint rescue coordinator. The 
Army needs to invest in similar rescue 
professionals. FM 90-18 also says that the 
commander of a deployed Army force is 
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responsible for the conduct of CSAR oper
ations involving that force , and requires 
service component and specified comman
ders to ensure forces are available to con
duct CSAR operations and provide mutual 
support to CSAR operations of the other 
services to the greatest extent possible. 
Aviation units normally meet this require
ment through the use of Downed Aircraft 
Recovery Team (DARTs), but the support 
required for over-water recovery of per
sonnel goes beyond what normal training, 
doctrine and fielded systems provide. 

Training 
Air Force pilots can spend their entire 

careers in rescue squadrons, and courses in 
the Air Force are dedicated to training per
sonnel in all aspects of personnel recovery. 
Air Force military occupational specialties, 
such as that of pararescueman, are designated 
both for enlisted and officer personnel - this 
allows them to concentrate on the tactics, 
teclmiques and procedures associated with 
rescue operations. 

We believe that we need that level of 
commitment, and that CSAR needs to 
become a track for Army warrant officers. 

This is exemplified here in Korea where a 
12-month tour barely allows a person enough 
time to progress as a night-vision goggle 
(NVG) pilot in command. Add to that the 
training required to become proficient in 
cross-FLOT and over-water operations, and 
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you will quickly run out of any utiliza
tion time for that pilot. 

First, the Basics 
The first stage in Army CSAR train

ing must focus on survival. Rescue 
crews will be called upon to fly into 
hostile environments, usually in 
degrading situations, so they must be 
proficient in escape and evasion and 
survival in a water environment. 

The first step is to have prospective 
rescue crewmembers undergo a swim 
test. A standard test should include sur
vival floating, survival swimming and 
underwater swimming. The equipment 
for the test should include whatever the 
crewmembers are likely to be wearing 
when they would hit the water - items 
such as helmets, vests, boots and ballis
tic vests. Though there is no require-

SPC Weesner and SPC 
Leone inspect the 

M134 minigun prior to 
CSAR training. 

ment for a successful swim test prior to 
flying over-water, no safe training plan 
can get started without first identifying 
the strong and weak swimmers. Weak 
swimmers will need to receive more 
training. What has worked well for us is 
hold PT twice a month at the pool. 

The next piece in a successful train
ing plan is ALSE training. There is no 
standard across the Army for over
water survival equipment, nor does 
there need to be. Each unit should be 
able to customize its equipment to its 
needs, but the crews must be properly 
trained on whatever equipment is on 
hand. The time to become proficient is 
not after the crash. ALSE equipment 
needs to be used regularly in the train-

ARMY AVIATION 

ing program. This requires not only the 
initial procurement of the ALSE equip
ment, but the ability to service that 
equipment. This includes test sets, 
repair kits and refill stations for con
densed air. 

The Helicopter Emergency Egress 
Device should be the next training 
event. If possible, dunker training 
should be included at the same time. 
Every time an individual is tested in a 
full-motion simulator, the odds of sur
vival increase dramatically. In Korea, 
the 6th Cav. Bde. has recently initiated 
a dunker/HEEDS training course. 
While the instruction is excellent the 
infrastructure is weak, because all of 
the instructors work the mission as a 
collateral duty. The Army needs dedi
cated professionals to run this first
class program. 

Classroom instruction can be given at 
any time in this process. The Air Force 
and the Navy already have excellent 
training plans. Specific areas that need 
to be taught include search patterns, ter
minology, joint rescue operations, use 
of rescue equipment and first aid. 
Attention should also be given to the 
actions required from a survivor, as the 
rescue crew will be putting itself in the 
same hazardous environment as the 
downed crew. 

Once all of this has been accom
plished the aircraft training can begin. 
We have instituted a policy of no sin
gle-ship operation when training out
side of glide distance from the shore. It 
has proven to be a very prudent dec i-
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sion, as all of us have been susceptible 
to spatial disorientation at one time or 
another. The second aircraft is able to 
provide flight following and can also 
conduct a rescue operation if an aircraft 
were to have an emergency. 

Initial qualification must begin in the 
daylight and should be adjusted for 
each individual's proficiency. Search 
and extraction procedures should be 
completed to the point of proficiency 
before the training is conducted at 
night. The heads-up display (RUD) is 
vital to mission success at night. Ten 
hours has proven to be a sufficient 
amount of time prior to going over
water. 

At night, a lack of contrast is the most 
common hazard encountered. The 
HUD, at times, is your only reference. 
We have also found that 100 feet above 
the water level is the best altitude at 
which to operate, as it is the best com
promise between having contrast with 
and distance from the water. 

Equipment 
All services use a variant of the UH-

60, and it is the right airframe for rescue 
operations. The current Army variant, 
however, is not the right tool for the res
cue job. A number of modifications are 
needed in order to search for the sur
vivor, reach the survivor, get the sur
vivor in the aircraft, and to get crew and 
survivor back safely. 

The Air Force HH-60G is specifical
ly adapted for search-and-rescue mis
sions. The equipment has been field 
tested by some of the military'S best. 
The HH-60G is equipped with an air
refueling probe, external hoist, the 
GAU-2B minigun, hover stabilization, 
ARS-6 personnel locator, ARC-187 
SATCOM, AAQ-16B FUR and APN-
239 weather radar. We will use the HH~ 
60G as a baseline for the equipment 
needed for CSAR requirements. 

• Range: Extended range is also a 
key issue in CSAR operations. We 
currently use two Robertson internal 
fuel tanks - they give us about a 5-
hour on-station time, do not increase 
our drag or our profile, and cannot put 
the aircraft in a dangerous center of 
gravity situation no matter how the 
fuel transfer is conducted. The tanks, 
however, do have their drawbacks. 
First is that the last row of seats must 
be removed for the fuel tanks, losing 
room for four passengers or the equiv
alent amount of equipment. 

• Power: Another problem we have, 
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due to the fact that we fly the A-model 
Black Hawk, is power management. We 
usually take off, in mission profile, well 
above 20,000 lbs. Hover capability and 
single-engine capability can be lost, 
especially in the hot days of sununer. 

The solution for future modifications 
is twofold. The internal Robertson 
tanks are vital in prolonging the air
craft's abilty to search, and if a pilot
controlled fuel dump valve was 
installed it would provide an emer
gency option to the crew for dispensing 
weight in critical sihmtions. Secondly, a 
refuel probe would greatly enhance the 
ability to search not only over water, 
but also deep behind enemy lines. 

• Communications systems: The 
Army has in its inventory the Person
nel Locator System (PLS), AN/ARS-
6(V). The system locates personnel 
equipped with the AN/PRC-122(V) 
or equivalent survival radio. A sur
vivor with the PRC-112 stands a 
much better chance of being rescued 
in a timely manner if the search air
craft are equipped with the PLS. 

• Navigation systems: The AN/ARN-
153 Air-to-Air TACAN or ARN-118 
Air Force Air-to-Air TACAN would 
greatly increase the ability to the rescue 
crew. The TACAN allows for air-to-air 
tracking of your wingman, allowing 
crews to quic\dy link-up once the sur
vivors have been located. The system 
does not require an aircraft AC BUS 
upgrade, and an A WR is already in the 
system with MH-47/60. The system 
allows for IIMC recovery at most Air 
Force facilities and U.S. Navy vessels in 
emergencies. In Korea, it would also 
allow us access to Republic of Korea 
facilities . Shipboard recovety is also 
possible with survivors. 

• Weather/search radar: The APN-
239 Color Weather Radar or 
Honeywell's Primus 700 radar are both 
excellent systems. The APN-239 is 
currently in the Army system with 
AWRs. The U.S. Army Technology 
Applications Contracting Office has let 
a contract for the purchase of the 
Primus 700 for special-operations heli
copters. The Primus 700 combines 
high-resolution surface mapping with 
unequaled weather detection and dis
play capabilities. It includes surveil
lance and search modes integrated with 
color weather radar. It is, in effect, two 
radars in one, and is ideal not only for 
helicopters in offshore service and 
search and rescue, but also for any air
craft engaged in maritime surveillance, 
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enforcement, medical evacuation or 
recOlmaissance. It can also be used as 
low-grade thermal imager. 

• Forward-looking Infrared: The 
AN/AAQ-16B FUR is currently used 
by both the Army and Air Force. FUR 
Systems Inc. has many affordable 
options with govenm1ent contract sup
POlt. In addition to the cockpit FUR, 
hand-held FUR would increase the non
rated crewmembers' ability to search. 

• Rescue Hoist: An external rescue 
hoist provides the most airframe flexi
bility. The Rescue Hoist System 
Breeze-Eastern Model BL-27100 is the 
system of choice for the fuhlre of the 
Army. The decision to go electric will 
reduce the susceptibility of the 
hydraulic system to catastrophic fail
ure. As a back up to the rescue hoist, 
Breeze-Eastern also offers the 
"SkyHook" Emergency Rescue De
vice, which allows crewmembers to 
winch in survivors. 

• ALSE Equipment: Anti-exposure 
suits are required when the water tem
perature is below 60 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Mustang survival offers a number of 
options at vatying costs. A 9- to 13-man 
compact life raft can be deployed f1:om 
the aircraft and can provide a floating 
survivor an escape from the water. A 32 
foot caving ladder can be used as a back 

HS-29900 RfSCUf HOIST SYSHM 
+ 350 It./min speed at 600 pounds load 
+ 295 It. cable length 
+ Efficient, reliable brush less motor 
+ Integrated motor controller 
+ Triple control stations 
+ NVG compatible displays 
+ Unlimited duty cycle 
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up to the hoist. A Stokes collapsible lit
ter reduces the space needed for a litter 
and can aid in the rescue of injured per
sonnel. The horse collar extraction 
device is the quickest and easiest way to 
recover personnel into the aircraft. A 
rescue seat/jungle penetrator mcreases 
the rescue unit's flexibility. 

Summary 
The bottom line is that the Army 

needs its own CSAR capability. In 
order to ensure that aircrews come 
back alive, the Army will need to ded
icate resources to the training of units 
designated to carry out this difficult 
and vitally important mission. The 
Navy, Coast Guard and Air Force are 
light years ahead of the Army when it 
comes to training and resources, so it 
will not be necessary to re-invent 
CSAR policies, procedures and tech
niques. What will be necessary is for 
the Army to officially designate units 
to perform this mission, and then to 
resource those units properly. 

- ----- .: .. :. ------

CPT James J. Maze! JI: is the comman
der of Company B, 1st Battalion, 52nd 
Aviation Regiment. CW2 Timothy S. 
O'Sullivan is the company operations 
officer and the oven-vater mission unit 
traine/: 
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SAFETY & RISK MANAGEMENT 
Integration-More Critical Than Ever 

In October 1999 the Army 3lticulated 
a vision to posture itself to better 
meet the demands of the 21 st centUly. 

With the Army's transformation cam
paign initiatives well underway, few 
knew how soon, or how hard, the 
demands of the new century would 
strike us. 

On the morning of Sept. 11 an enemy 
unlike any we have ever faced bloodied 
us on our own homeland. The impacts 
of hijacked airliners into the World 
Trade Center towers and the Pentagon 
stunned America and the world . Our 
sense of safety and security was com
promised. Attitudes changed; resolve 
hardened. Internal differences set aside, 
Americans rallied and vowed to do 
whatever it took to seek out and bring to 
justice those responsible for such despi
cable acts oftetTorism. 

A Challenge to the Military 
In the days since the attack we've 

mourned the loss of fallen comrades, 
we've counseled with our allies, and we 
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By BG James E. Simmons 

have engaged in what our commander 
in chief has declared to be the fIrst war 
of the 21st century. His challenge to us 
is clear: "Be Ready!" 

The Army is ready! The fInest men 
and women in the world always have, 
and will again, without hesitation fulfIll 
our non-negotiable contract with the 
American people. We will fight and win 
this war against cowardly enemies who 
make no distinction between innocent 
lives and military targets . We have 
promised our adversaries that they are 
going to experience the finest hours of 
the United States Army. But we must all 
be mindful that to fulfill that promise 
demands using all available means to 
maintain and enhance our readiness. 

Safety Performance 
Recent events changed many things, 

but one thing has not changed. 
Accidents, whether in routine training or 
while preparing for combat, remain a 
major threat to ,soldiers. History clearly 
tells us that in every major conflict since 
World War ll, with the exception of 
Korea, we have lost more soldiers to 
accidents than to enemy action. 

As we closed out fIscal year 2001 , our 
fatality rate from accidents was more 
than 4 percent above last fIscal year. We 
set some aggressive, but achievable, 
safety goals for FY 2001. While we did 
not achieve the overall 20-percent 
reduction in total military fatalities goal 
established for FY 2001, command 
involvement did succeed in reducing by 
almost 12 percent fatalities resulting 
from privately owned vehicle (POV) 
accidents, notoriously the number one 
killer of soldiers. 

Last fIscal year aviation fatalities 
were at an unprecedented low. But as we 
all know, safety success can be extreme
ly fragile . This year, we've lost some 
hard-earned ground in our aviation acci
dent-prevention effOits . The real tragedy 
is that Army aviation accidents have 
resulted in 11 Army and 18 Air Force 
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fatalities, compared to four Army fatal
ities for the previous year. All tlu·ee of 
our fatal aviation accidents this year 
included multiple deaths. 

The number of fatal aviation acci
dents has remained steady (two in FY 
2000 and tlu·ee in FY 2001) and even 
constitutes an improvement over the 

average of 5.5 fatal accidents per year 
for fiscal years 1996 tlu-ough 1999. 
Unfortunately, our total Class A avia
tion accidents (fatal and nonfatal) for 
FY 2001 are more than double what we 
experienced in FY 2000 (13 vs. six). 
Our Class A aviation accident rate 
jumped from 0.6 in FY 2000 to 1.3 in 
FY 2001. While numbers and rates are 
one metric for measuring safety perfor
mance, we must never lose sight of the 
fact these numbers represent lives lost 
and costly equipment destroyed - all of 
which decreases our readiness. 

Aviation Accident Causes 
Indiscipline, poor leadership and 

inadequate training are the leading 
causes of aviation accidents. 

Indiscipline - knowing the standard 
and electing to ignore it - was a cause 
factor in 28 percent of Class A-C acci
dents from fiscal years 1999 through 
2001. Leadership issues were identified 
in almost 18 percent of those accidents, 
and training failures were present in 
more than 13 percent of the accidents . 

Aviation units across our Army exe
cute well-thought out, set training plans 
and have a high hit rate on meeting 
standards, but the numbers illustrate 
that even a moment31Y lapse in provid-
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ing effective leadership, enforcing stan
dards and executing well-rehearsed 
training plans can have catastrophic 
results. 

Accident Prevention 
Risk management is not just another 

safety requirement. It is a proven acci-

dent-prevention process - one that 
applies to peacetime training and com
bat. Following our adoption of risk 
management as our principal accident
prevention process, we saw accident 
rates across the Army drop during the 
1990s. We must now resist any tempta
tion to set aside a proven accident-pre
vention process and revett to a mindset 
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of accepting accidental losses as the 
"cost of doing business." It would be 
unconscionable to do so. 

As we are asked to respond to 
President George W. Bush's call to 
action, I challenge commanders at all 
levels to continue to spearhead efforts 
to ensure that safety and risk manage
ment are fully integrated into all aspects 
of Army operations: tough, realistic 
training; deployments and preparation 
for combat; and actual combat. 

I submit to you that units that partici
pate in tough, well-disciplined training 
with tecimically and tactically compe
tent leaders present have significantly 
fewer accidents. 

Leaders have to be actively 
involved before the aircraft breaks 
friction with the ground, and our most 
state-of-the-31t safety weapon is risk 
management. Effectively applying the 
five-step risk management process 
will help us do the right training safe
ly, and will also help us execute our 
operational missions safely. 

I also submit to you that rarely does 
one achieve the risk-management 
standard of an informed decision at 
the appropriate level while sitting 
behind a desk writing e-mails.As 
leaders, our presence must be on the 
front lines. While there are lots of 
folies to help us in integrating safety 
and risk management into our opera
tions, leaders guide the boat. At the 
same time, we must also be skilled in 
using the talents and assets in our 
organizations. If you cannot physical
ly be present, make sure the command 
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sergeant major, S3, XO or another 
principal staff member is out there to 
observe the training, the mission, the 
operation. Safety is a by-product of 
having tactically and technically com
petent leaders on the scene. 

Good training produces tough, dis
ciplined and highly motivated soldiers 
- and it reduces casualties in combat. 
Safe performance is a predictable 
result of performing to standard, and 
performing to standard is a result of 
training to standard. Training to stan
dard leads directly to discipline - both 
collectively and individually. Dis
ciplined soldiers and operations are 
inherently safer. Discipline, leader
ship, standards, training and solid risk 

informed decisions are made at the 
appropriate leve l. 

Of greatest concern are the effects of 
cumulative risk. Seemingly low-risk 
individual hazards, when left uncon
trolled, can collectively raise risk to an 
unacceptable level. Because of mission 
demands and aircraft capabilities, we 
often place crews in positions that cre
ate velY limited marg ins for error. We 
must monitor and assess the hazards 
carefully. 

Summary 
Safety is not something we can leave 

to chance. Safety is discipline. It's stan
dards; it's training; it's leadership. It's 
making tough risk decisions . Risk man-

management are the key 
tools for reducing our 
losses from accidents. r---.L;";;';;.;..J;~. 

Focus Areas 

agement is a sound investment in readi
ness that we will need to prevail. An 
informed risk decision at the appropri
ate level is the standard all of us must 
meet because soldiers' lives are at stake. 

Collectively, we are an Army of 
great courage, strength and resource
fulness. Our non-negotiable contract 
with the American people says we 
will fight and win our nation's wars. 
Equally as important, that contract 
demands that we fiercely protect 
America's greatest assets - its sons and 
daughters - from being injured or 
killed. At this critical time, we cannot 
afford the serious drain on readiness 
that will result from the loss of a sin
gle soldier in a preventable accident. 

We i gh t-an d- ba lance 
Issues , power manage
ment, weather decisions 
and over-water operations 
remain critical areas of 
concern in our aviation 
operations. Commanders 
should review their safety, 
maintenance and training 
programs, ensuring that 
hazards are carefully as
sessed and ensuring that 

Enhance combat readiness 
thro~fh proactive 
Risk Mana,ement 

From cockpit crews to the 
maintainers to the refuelers, 
we need every soldier's skills 
and steadfast commitment to 
transforming the chaos creat
ed by terrorists into security 
for all who embrace the prin
ciples of peace, freedom and 
democracy. 

Plan, train and fly safe! 

Be James E. Simmons is the 
director of Army safety and 
commanding general of the 
u.s. Arm)! Sq[ety Center at 
Fort Ruckel; Ala. 
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Spnr Ride: 
BUDDY EXTRACTION 
ontheAH-64A Apauhe 

By CW4 Warren A. Aylworth 

ARMY AVIATION 

The 2nd Squadron, 6th Cavahy, JJth Aviation Regiment, is the deep-strike force for the Fifth 
U.S/German Corps. The deep strike mission profile requires 2-6 Cav. to be prepared to fly more 
than 100 kilometers behind enemy lines to attack selected high pay-off targets. Flying with 

night-vision systems going that deep means the 2-6 Cav. Crews can plan on spending up to an hour 
behind enemy lines. 

Limited availability of joint combat search and rescue (J-CSAR) or Army lift aircraft able to 
accompany the deep-strike AH-64A Apaches means that dedicated rescue forces may not be avail
able to pick up a downed Apache crew. Combat experience has proven that chances for a success
ful combat rescue are directly proportional to the speed with which the downed crew can be picked 
up. 

Therefore, we in 2-6 Cav. and the II th Avn. Regt. developed an immediate buddy/self-extraction 
technique in our Tactical Standard Operating Procedures (TACSOP). This buddy extraction SOP 
addressed how and when we would immediately extract the crew of a downed Apache using our 
own aircraft. 

Validating the 'NCSOP 
Having a good TACSOP is an excellent start, but what about actually validating it? From the indi

vidual line Apache pilot to the squadron standardization instructor pilot (SIP) we thought this was 
important, real-world training, which directly affected our go-to-war capabilities. Of course little 
happens in Army aviation just because line Apache pilots think it's important. And having crews sit
ting on the forward avionics bay (FAB) of an Apache as it flies around the traffic pattern was defi
nitely going to be an eyebrow raiser. 

So how'd we pull this off? With courage, planning and training, of course. 

COlll'age 
The indispensable part of this training event was to have courageous leaders willing to stand up 

for high-risk training. Fortunately, the chain of command was willing to accept the risks of con
ducting advanced training. The regimental commander put "Extraction Training" as a specific bul
let on our "High-Risk Training" slide during the Training Management Review (TMR). The corps 
commander accepted the regimental training plan and we went to work. 

Risk Management 
From the beginning we integrated risk-management techniques, carefully reviewing and mitigat

ing all associated risks to the lowest level. 
The squadron safety officer completed a risk-management matrix which, together with the flight 
risk assessment worksheet and DA 5484, was signed by the regimental commander. 

The live-flight pOltion of extraction training had some specific additional safety-control mea
sures: 

• Training was limited to volunteer, mission-essential personnel (Apache pilots only). 
• The aviation life-support equipment (ALSE) officer personally inspected the Safety Restraint 

Tethers (SRT) used. 
• The squadron and regimental aviation safety officers did the final safety checks and supervised 

aviator hook up. 
• An additional independent SRT and hook-up point was utilized for each extractee. 
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• An instructor p ilot fl ew in each of the extraction air
craft. 

• A ircraft maneuvers were limited to sha llow bank 
angles and 60 KTAS maximum speed. 

• Aircraft would only fly with a symmetrical load of 
extractees (one aviator on each wing). 

• One traffic pattern was flown for each crew. 
• Crash rescue forces were placed on "cockpit alelt" on 

the ramp. 
• Unit medics were on standby on the ramp. 

Additionally, we actua lly flew the flight surgeon on the 
wing as part of the training to validate any physiological 
issues with self-extraction external flight. 

Plamting 
With information available from 7th Army Training 

Command (7th ATC) and the U.S. Army Aviation Center 
(USAAVNC), we reviewed and improved our TACSOP 
self-extraction procedures and integrated the latest infor
mation about the SRT. We evaluated USAAVNC's recom
mended extraction position and included it in our training 
program. Including the USAAVNC position, we came up 
with a total of three recommended extraction locations/ 
methods for an AH-64A. 

Checklist for peacetime 
Buddy Extraction Training 

Self-Extraction Preflight Personal Inspection - External 
Crewmembers 

Helmet -
Visor down. 
Chinstrap secured. 
ICS and IHADSS harness tucked into SARVIP. 
Lip light/weight bag removed and battery cords stowed. 
Mic boom stowed over left ear. 
All remaining items secured (visor screws, 

other items). 

SARVIP -
Fully zipped and properly fit. 
Chest strap secured and excess webbing stowed. 
Leg straps secured and excess webbing stowed. 
D-rings properly secured. 
Safety Restraint Tether (SRT) properly secured. 
All pockets secured, any loose or questionable 

items removed. 
Check inside pocket items as well. 

Uniform -
Neck/collar strap fastened. 

Pens and pencils removed. 
Loose keys/coins/pocket items removed. 
All pockets secured. 
Gloves on, wrist straps secured. 

Hook up to the aircraft on the left or right side. 

Ensure security of all SRT/D-ring connections. 

Thumbs up and move away from the aircraft. 
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We had an instructor pilot compute longitudinal and lat
eral center of gravity (CG) for the extraction aircraft. 

The mathematics reinforced our intuition. On the Apache 
we wouldn't think twice about throwing a few extra 
Hellfires on an outboard missile rack, so an Apache pilot or 
two sitting up beside the transmission was insignificant 
from a CG and weight-and-balance perspective. 

The squadron standards officer wargamed the CSAR 
training with key squadron trainers, particularly the 
squadron safety officer, troop safety officer, squadron 
CSAR officer, instructor pilots and pilots in command of 
the training aircraft. 

Ti'aining 
Training was conducted in three phases: academic, static 

aircraft and an actual extraction flight. The academic and sta
tic-aircraft training were mandatOlY for all assigned au'crew. 
The flight pOltion was open to volunteer Apache pilots only. 

The squadron CSAR officer conducted academic training 
for all assigned aviators . This training was conducted in a 
classroom environment utilizing PowerPoint and empha
sized our buddy-extraction procedure in accordance with 
our TACSOP with special emphasis on equipment preflight, 
crew hand signals and recommended extraction positions. 

Static-aircraft training was conducted in the hangar 
using an instructor pilot and safety officer certified by 
the squadron SIP. During the hangar training each avia
tor practiced hook-up procedures and was encouraged to 
try the three positions recommended for extraction on an 
A-model Apache. 

Lets' Go Fly 
After the first two phases were completed the aviator 

with his SARVIP and lHADSS were inspected by the 
squadron ALSE officer in accordance with our pre
extraction training checklist. Then the aviator moved to 
the flight line , where a final Jump Master Pre-Inspection 
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(JMPI) was conducted by the regimental and squadron 
safety officers . These two officers then escorted the 
extractees to the aircraft, supervised their hook-up, did a 
final inspection and personally attached an additional 
SRT to an alternate hook-up point. 

Leading from the front, the squadron commander and 
squadron standards officer were the first two extractees to 
fly on the wing. The squadron flew 35 aviator volunteers 
on the wing of Apache helicopters up to altitudes of 700 
feet above ground level. 

Lessons Leal'lled 
In the process of actually doing this, we found that sitting 

on the FAB forward of the wing with our backs to the trans
mission was the easiest, safest and most stable of the three 
extraction positions. Though we thought about pylon artic
ulation on takeoff and landing we found it didn't pose a sig
nificant problem. We found that in the alternate position, 
sitting up on the wing, the nose gearbox intake sucks in 
your arm pocket, and that your lliADSS helmet cord could 
be sucked into the engine inlet. 

We thought about restricting the use of aircraft weapons 
after picking up a crew, but on an Apache the extractees are 

2·6 CAV "SPUR RIDE" BUDDY 
EXTRACTION SOP 

If imbedded SAR aircraft are not available; aircrews may 
be extracted by Apache helicopters using the buddy-extrac
tion method. The standard technique is for the rescue 
Apache to land as close to the shot-down crew as possible. 

The survivors will move to the rescue Apache and climb 
on each FAB/wing. The CPG will move to the left (port) side 
and the backseater will move to the right (starboard) side. 
Each survivor will climb up the FAB steps and sit on the FAB 
forward of the wing, or sit on the wing between the transmis
sion and the nose gear box facing forward (in the direction of 
flight). Exercise extreme care not to stand on the wing or 
FAB due to turning rotors. 

Each survivor will secure himself to the nearest step/hand 
hold by double looping his Safety Restraint Tether (SRT) 
through the step/hand hold and clipping the SRT back onto 
itself or the SARVIP. The SRT is a tubular nylon strap similar 
to a mountain climbing "runner" which is secured to the D
rings on an individual aviator's SARVIP. 

Once secured, each survivor will signal the aircraft crew 
with a thumbs-up signal during day, or a vertical movement 
of a flashlight, lip light or chern-stick during darkness. At that 
time the pilot will take off, exercising extreme care to mini
mize changes in the aircraft's pitch and bank attitude. The 
pilot will not exceed 60 KTAS and will fly towards friendly 
lines (normally via the briefed route). The gunner will con
stantly monitor the status of the survivors to ensure the 
speed is not excessive, or determine if injuries or damage to 
their SARVIPs are compromising the survivor's ability to stay 
on the Apache. 

As soon as practical the Apache will land and cross-load 
the survivors onto a CSAR, medevac or utility aircraft. When 
clear of the enemy the Apache buddy-extraction crew will 
attempt an in-flight linkup with the CSAR or C-2 aircraft. 
Once both aircraft are in positive communication they will 
select a suitable landing area to cross-load the survivors. 
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farther from the rocket pods and gun in this emergency 
mode of flight than a Kiowa Warrior crew is during. normal 
ops. 

We found that 60 KTAS was a comfortable speed, which 
could be easily endured by the extractees. In fact, the wind
blast at this speed was less than that encountered riding a 
motorcycle on our local A-7 autobahn. Under combat con
ditions uninjured crew members should be able to tolerate 
80 KTAS without much difficulty. 

We concluded that the buddy-extraction concept was 
completely viable for ambulatory crewmembers. The tradi
tionally sized copilot gunners of the extraction aircraft 
could assist lightly wounded crewmembers into position; 
nonambulatory crewmembers, however, would be a chal
lenge with current epicene aircrews. In extremis, if nonam
bulatory crewmembers could be transported to the aircraft, 
they could be attached to the tie-down points on the main 
landing gear and "slung out" by their SARVIPS. 

The bottom line is that there still is no substitute for a 
dedicated J-CSAR aircraft. The biggest limit to buddy 
extraction is that the downed crew has to be within run
ning distance of a suitable landing area. In forested or 
urban terrain where an Apache can't land, or when the 
downed crews are nonambulatory, we'll still need an HH-
60 Pave Hawk with a winch and pararescue personnel. 
But for all of the other scenarios buddy extraction beats 
the hell out of the POW cage! 

CW4 Warren A. Aylworth is the standards officer for 2nd 
Squadl'On, 6th Cavali)" in Germany. 
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Whither the Data Bus? 
MlL-STD-1553, the aircraft Local 

Area Network (LAN), celebrated its 
25th birthday in 1998. Why should we 
concern ourselves with a standard when 
it is more than 25 years old? Most 
assuredly fiber optic or other high
speed bus standards will soon replace 
this bus system standard. But the 
Comanche, Improved Cargo Helicopter 
(ICH) and the digitized UH-60 will all 
be using this bus into the 21st century. 

The Early Years 
In the 1950s and early 1960s Army 

helicopters used standalone systems 
that were analog with a control head 
and cumbersome electro-mechanical 
processors that consumed large 
amounts of space, weight and power. 
To perform a different mission meant 
adding wiring, another display, control 
head and processor to an already over
loaded aircraft, or developing another 
mission-specific aircraft. 

The late 1960s and 1970s saw the 
evolution of digital processors and the 
capability to integrate information to 
meet mission needs. Sensor information 
could now be integrated in a serial mode 
of h'ansrnission, thereby reducing the 
number of wires and weight an aircraft 
carried. Data could now be transmitted 
in both directions over a single pair of 
wires. In 1968, at the request ofthe U.S. 
Air Force, the Aerospace Branch of the 
Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) established the A2-K subcom
mittee to develop MIL-STD-1553, 
"Airborne Tactical Multiplex Data Bus 
Standard." The A2-K subcommittee 
completed the document in 1970. This 
subcommittee is still in existence as the 
AS-I A Avionics Systems subcommit
tee, and is composed of both militaty 
and industly representatives constantly 
striving to improve the standard and 
provide for better methods of testing. 

Although the standard was intended 
for Air Force application only, industry 
approached both the SAE and the mili
taty to extend its use and created Notice 
I in 1980 and Notice 2 in 1986. The 
standard has since been stable to allow 
industry to build reliable equipment, 
with comments regarding changes and 
versions given in MIL-HDBK-1553A. 
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Indushy has further used the standard 
to design and build commercial sys
tems for subway conh'ol, oil well rigs 
and production lines. In the waning 
days of military specifications and stan
dards, the SAE has published MlL
STD-1553(B2) as AS 15531 and an 
update of MlL-HDBK-1553A Section 
80, as AS 15532. 

Operation 
Have you flown an AH-64, OH-58D, 

MH-47 , MH-60 or the new UH-60Q? 
If you have, then you've flown an inte
grated system: MlL-STD-1553 multi
plex data bus technology. MIL-STD-
1553, or "1553" as it is called, describes 
a standard militaty architecture: "Speak 
when spoken to." The bus conh"oller 
speaks; the remote terminal(s) answer 
one at a time. This speaking is done at 
a 1 MHz transmission rate or approxi
mately 50,000 words per second. 

The AH-64 was the first Army pro
duction aircraft to carry a tactical data 
bus. The AH-64 started out with a 
McDOlmell-Douglas version of MlL
STD-1553 using a sine wave, rather 
than the square wave now in use. 
Sometimes known as a "h",isted shield
ed pair," 1553 has only three types of 
terminals: bus controllers (primary and 
back-up), remote terminals and bus 
monitors. It is over the twisted shielded 
pair that up to 32 terminals can com
municate - usually a bus controller; a 
back-up bus conh'oller; and remote ter
minals made up of communication, 
navigation, ASE, command and conh'ol 
and specific mission equipment. You 
may fmd more than one set of buses on 
a given aircraft. Multiple buses are 
required when throughput of data 
exceeds the limits of 1553, when there 
are more than 32 subsystems to be inte
grated, or when safety requires dual or 
h'iple redundancy. 

The majority of data transmitted 
across the bus is in messages contain
ing from one to 31 words. A typical 
subsystem could have 15 to 20 mes
sages to receive and transmit. It does 
not take long to reach the conclusion 
that at a given rate of 7 Hz only eight 
or nine remote terminals and one bus 
controller can reach the 100 percent 
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throughput capability of the data bus. 
Newer or updated aircraft are using 
multiple sets of 1553 buses with 
backup bus controllers to move the 
vast amounts of data within the air
frame for communications; naviga
tion; IFF; ASE; engine and transmis
sion status; command and control; 
and weapon firing . 

To control bus protocol, mode codes 
were generated that allow systems to 
reply with a minimal number of words 

"The AH-64 was the 
first Army production 

aircraft to carry 
a tactical data bus. " 

and fut1her improve the efficiency of 
the bus. Bus traffic or throughput 
quickly reaches its maximum, while 
efficiency of the bus is degraded when 
mode codes and status flags are not 
used. Why continue to ask for or give 
data to a subsystem when the subsys
tem can't react? Mode codes are used to 
tell the controller "I'm busy or not 
working properly". 

Subsystems usually contain a micro
computer that interfaces the data bus to 
the subsystem. Many subsystems now 
contain h~/o computers, one for the 
operational flight program and another 
to interface to 1553. Depending on the 
system, this may be a custom design or 
commercially available chip set. 

Integration 
You don't have to be a system design

er to understand 1553 integration, but 
without a basic knowledge of its design 
you catmot have a full appreciation of 
the operation, training and testing 
required of an integrated system. 
Attaching terminals to the data bus is 
not accomplished lilw plugging a toast
er into an elech'ical outlet in your home. 
MlL-STD-1553 requires terminal elec
trical characteristics be maintained 
within specified tolerances to minimize 
electrical interference or noise that can 
be interpreted as an error signal. Bus 
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controllers provide command and data 
to the terminals, willie the terminals 
provide data and status to the controller. 
The normal command/response is a 
transmission of a command fi·om the 
bus contt·oller (BC) to a remote termi
nal (RT). The terminal accepts the data 
or tt·ansmits data, depending upon the 
conm1and, and a status word is trans
mitted. There are t1u-ee basic types of 
transfers: BC-to-RT, RT-to-RT and RT
to-BC. For in-depth information on this 
subject we refer you to the MTL
HDBK.-1553. 

As a pilot, you may not care about 
types of data transmitted; options 
implemented; transfer of data and data
update rates; or status bits; but mainte
nance crews and those who design the 
system do care. Because 1553 is a stan
dard and not a specification, integrators 
do not have to conform to a specific 
way of integrating each subsystem. In 
fact, other than the MH-47/60, none of 
the Army's existing aircraft use the 
same remote terminal address for the 
same radio or navigation system. They 
do, however, conform to electrical, pro
tocol and timing requirements for 1553. 
Although conforming to these require
ments, options within each area of the 
standard allow the integrator to pick 
and choose fi·om what is available. In 
protocol, they mayor may not use 
mode codes or status flags and have a 
myriad of message formats available. 
To assist in sorting tlu·ough options the 
SAE, at the request of the Air Force, 
undeltook the development of MTL
HDBK.-1553A containing the efforts of 
both industry and the tri-services. The 
handbook provides standardized 
options and the use of a standard set of 
words for all avionics systems while 
leaving room for growth when a unique 
mission subsystem is added. 

The aircraft integrator translates 
operational requirements into system/ 
subsystem requirements, and then into 
hardware/software requirements. An 
integral subset of the Interface 
Requirement Specification for any sys
tem is a Multiplex Interface Control 
Document (MICD), the format for 
which can be found in Section 80 of 
MTL-HDBK.-1553A or the new SAE 
AS15532. 

To have a minimally integrated sys
tem you only need to combine two sub
systems with one controller. Such a sys
tem could take the form of an ARC-164 
radio and an ASN-137 Doppler with a 
multifunction Control Display Unit 
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(CDU). Older subsystems such as the 
ASN-128 Doppler Navigation system 
have had their Lifecycles extended by 
the integration ofGPS and 1553 . Other 
systems, such as ASE equipment or 
enaine/transmission parameters, have 
be~n integrated into a remote terminal 
where many standalone systems can 
interact with the data bus. 

As the requirements for a system 
grow, a myriad of data can be entere~ -
including hundreds of presets for radIos, 
navigation waypoints, digitized map 
data and threats. Each remote terminal 
needs its particular data to operate prop
erly. The crew could spend an hour 
manually entering this data, or could use 
a Mission Plalming Station that can pro
vide the necessaty data prior to the mis
sion and then have data transferred fi·om 
a remote terminal to other terminals 
once the aircraft is started. 

We have reached a point at which 
federated subsystems are treated as 
integrated sensors. Bus controllers are 
now performing navigation solutions 
and maintaining all radio-frequency 
control instead of allowing the systems 
to do the job they were intended to do. 
Maintenance personnel can no longer 
tell if the system is operating properly if 
the air crew comes back and states the 
radio did not go to the proper preset 
squelch setting. 

Maintenance crews are becoming 
acutely aware of these multiplexed 
architectures as they tty to determine 
what is really wrong on an aircraft 
when the crew comes back from a mis
sion and writes up a problem. "False 
pulls of good equipment" are occurring 
more rapidly now than when each sys
tem was standalone. 

A seminar given to 157 personnel at 
FOlt Rucker, Ala., clearly showed the 
need for tools and training required to 
reduce O&S costs and downtime. The 
Avionics Branch U.S. Army Com
mun ications-Electron ics Command's 
Software Engineering Center, vvorking 
with the l60th Special Operations 
Aviation Regiment (SOAR) and 
CECOM LARs, has been developing 
software tools to assist maintenance 
personnel checkout and/or repair 
boxes. Tools such as the "On-Aircraft 
Test Software" were designed to stop 
false pulls of good equipment. The 
"Software Loader Verifier" is a tool to 
download new versions of software. 
Telemaintenance is the next step in 
improving ways to perform mainte
nance at reduced costs. 
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The Future 
The most sophisticated army systems 

now in production are the 160th 
SOAR's MH-60s and MK-47s, which 
require multiple sets of data buses to 
control 31 subsystems for radio, navi
gation, ASE and secondary instrumen
tation. Although not part of 1553, the 
design of what the pilot and copilot sees 
are of paramount importance. What is it 
the crew has to do? How do they per
form their mission, and what data 
analysis is required for situation aware
ness? Answering these questions and 
hying to make sense of how to accom
plish it with a Control Display Unit 
and/or Multifunction Display is all patt 
of what an integrated crew station 
process team must decide for each air
craft and its mission. 

Once these questions have been 
answered the selection of radios, navi
gation, IFF/ASE and unique mission 
equipment can be made and the items 
can be integrated. Most tell11inals have 
more data available than is necessaty 
for the pilot or crew to see. More effi
cient ways of presenting data should be 
used other than reproducing what was 
previously seen on the standalone con
trol head for each system. Like the data 
bus, display/control integration be
comes a two-way street: What is it the 
pilot has to know, and how does the 
system present this irlformation? 

To borrow a plu·ase from an out
standing organization, "The Future is 
Now." Integrated sensor packages are 
being developed to replace the radio, 
navigation and ASE systems; pro
grams are using an open architecture to 
ensure growth potential; and smart sys
tems are beirlg prototyped. But there is 
a limitation to the amount of data that 
can be transinitted at a one-megabit
per-second rate. The tt·i-services will 
have to look at ways of providing addi
tional data over the same twisted 
shielded pair to minimize wiring 
changes. Transmission methods for 
bundling data - such as those handled 
by FAX machines or other digital 
teleconul1unications devices - will 
have to be reviewed to continue the 
ever-present thirst for information 
transfer ill the aircraft. 

------ .: .. :. ------

Ronald V Kurowsky, a retired 
Department of the Army civilian 
employee, is president of AAAA's 
Monmouth Chaptel: 
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Air-assault operations are highly complex and plan
ning-intensive, and require great amounts of coordi
nation throughout all levels of the combined-arms 

team. The current doctrine (FMs 90-4, 1-11 3 and 71 -100-
3) addresses the many different plans and coordination 
requirements associated with air-assault operations , but 
fails to define requirements in sufficient detail down to 
company level. 

Specifically, the current doctrine does not address the 
role of the assault company commander and his/her 
requirements during company-level planning, the Initial 
Planning Conference (IPC) or Air Mission Coordination 
Meeting (AMCM), the Air Mission Brief (AMB) or the 
Aircrew Brief (AB). As a result , while deployed to the 
National Training Center (NTC) , assault company com
manders habitually struggle with the many tasks and tac
tics , techniques and procedures (TTPs) associated with 
those key planning events . 

This article will highlight some of the necessary compa
ny-level key planning tasks and TTPs during the air 
assault planning process for use by assault company com
manders . 

Upon initial notification of an upcoming air-assault mis
sion , the company commander must immediately 

accomplish a few key tasks . First, the commander should 
identify the crews required and the chalk order within each 
serial and , if possible, identify aircraft. By determining 
crew and chalk order requirements , many planning cell 
duties can be assigned , and by determining aircraft many 
maintenance issues can begin to be worked . If, however, 
the mission is still too vague to determine crews and num
bers of aircraft, at a minimum the serial commanders and 
flight leads should be identified so they can participate in 
the initial planning stages . 

The second action that an assault company commander 
should accomplish is to properly cycle the required crews 
for the mission . Normally, with the initial warning order, 
there is an estimated execution time and all crews, includ
ing crew chiefs , must get on-cycle to be ready for mission 
execution . 

And third , the commander should establish an initial time
line and assign company planning cell duties. The timeline 
ensures company personnel know when and where both 
internal and external key planning events will occur. Even 
though there might not be enough information to begin plan-
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ning, by assigning planning cell duties individuals 
can begin to gather the necessary tools. Many unit 
SOPs have defined planning cell duties; however, 
many of them do not go into enough detail for the 
company level. Therefore, the company should 
compile its own list of specific tasks required to 
properly plan, brief and execute an air-assault mis
sion . The staff can then determine, based on the 
amount of planning time available, which tasks must 
be accomplished. The company commander can 
then assign these duties . 

Here is one way to capture all of this : After the 
initial warning order of an upcoming air assault, 
an IPC or AMCM is normally conducted at the Air 
Assault Task Force (AATF) tactical operations 
center (TOC) . The company commander should 
ensure that all company serial commanders and 

flight leads attend this meeting , with additional key per
sonnel added based on time and space availability. 

RESPONSIBILITY COMPLETED 
KNEE BOARD 

Packet OIC 
Route 
Route Double Check 
Route Triple Check 
TDH Cards !Kneeboard) 
Fuel Reauirements 
Crew/Commo Cards !Kneeboard) 
Timeline Card !Kneeboard) 
LZ Diaarams (Kneeboard) 
PZ Diaarams !Kneeboard) 
FARP Diaqram !Kneeboard) 
Laaaer Site Diaaram !Kneeboard) 
PPC (Knee board) 
IIMC Card !Kneeboard) 
Approach Plate Copies (Knee board) 
Cover Page (Knee board) 

MISSION DETAILS 
RFI Board 
Risk Assessment 
Fliqht Plan / Strip 
Weather 
NOTAMs 
ACO/SPINS 
CSARIDART Plan 
AMPS Cartridge 
Execution Checklist 
Tadpole Diagram 

BRIEFING 
Map Preparation !Briefinq) 
ConceDt Sketch !Briefina) 
PZ Diaqram !Briefinq) 
LZ Diagram (Briefing) 
Parking Diagram (Briefing) 
FARP Diagram (Briefing) 
Lagger Site Diagram (Briefing) 
Timeline Card (Briefing) 
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Company level planning becomes much more productive 
and efficient as more company personnel attend the IPC. 
Therefore, under time constrained situations, more com
pany level personnel need to participate in the IPC. 

For the conference to be beneficial the company comman
der must bring some basic information. A general IPC 

checklist is in FM 1-113, Appendix B, and the commander 
should bring as much of this IPC data completed as possible. 

As a minimum, if LZ/PZ locations are known prior to the 
meeting, the flight leads should have initial flight routes 
calculated or know which routes will be utilized. These 
routes can change based on the ground tactical plan and 
further refinement of the enemy situation. However, by 
having a general idea of the routes, detailed refinement of 
the PZ/LZs can occur and the initial Suppression of Enemy 
Air Defenses (SEAD) plan can be developed. 

Also, if not already determined and sent to the 
AMC/LNO, the commander must know exactly how many 
aircraft and crews are available for the mission, and how 
they will be broken into serials. This allows the AATF to 
determine load plans and priorities for incorporation into 
tadpole diagrams. This information must be "locked in" 
during this meeting for the operation to go smoothly. 

Finally, either during or after the IPC the company com
mander and other key company attendees should conduct 
direct coordination with the AATF BOS elements or subor
dinate unit LNOs to receive any additional data that will 
assist with planning. Because of fighter management 
cycles, time and distances, this might be the only opportu
nity to conduct this critical face-to-face coordination with 
the AATF staff, and receive answers to any questions that 
still remain. A good technique is to utilize the company's 
aircrew brief to prompt the specific questions needing 
answers before departing the AATF TOC. 

According to FM 90-4, "The Air Mission Brief (AMB) is 
the last coordination meeting of key participants in an air
assault mission and ensures that key aviation personnel 
are briefed and that the details of each plan are finalized." 
In accordance with FM 1-113 at the company level, the 
commander should again ensure that all serial comman
ders and flight leads attend this brief. Additional company
level attendees are not required since most of the compa
ny-level planning should already be completed or can con
tinue to be worked. 

Like the IPC, the AMB will normally occur at the MTF 
TOC, and the company commander should again annotate 
notes on the company's aircrew brief if the information is not 

Briefings continued from page 3 

The U.S. Army Aviation Applied Technology Directorate has 
awarded Simula Inc. an $11.1 million contract for the production of 
Cockpit Air Bag Systems (CABS) for UH-60AlL Black Hawk heli
copters. The CABS are intended to minimize the chance of crash
induced head and upper-body strikes in helicopter cockpits. The 
20-month contract is for the production of 490 systems, additional 
spare kits and associated training materials. 
In August, retired Army COL Jim Voss rode home aboard the space 
shuttle Discovery, which also carried active Army LTC Patrick 
Forrester, a mission specialist. Forrester was part of a four-man shut
tle crew whose mission was to deliver 7,000 pounds of supplies, food 
and science experiments to the space station. Voss, a flight engineer 
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already known. At the AMB some additional products may be 
issued, such as finalized LZ/PZ diagrams, tadpole diagrams, 
MTF communication cards, air movement tables and execu
tion checklists. The company commander, serial comman
ders and flight leads should immediately inspect these docu
ments for errors. Then, if not already covered during the 
AMB, all errors should be reported to the aviation LNO or 
AATF S3 Air immediately following the brief. 

Before departing the AATF TOC, the company comman
der must ensure all remaining issues are being worked or 
are answered. After returning from the AMB with the final
ized information, the company can complete the company
level air assault planning and prepare for the aircrew brief. 

Because the Aircrew Brief is critical to the understanding of 
the air-assault plan, all company personnel participating in 
the operation should attend. The company commander must 
ensure that the maximum number of people attend this brief
ing, including crew chiefs and/or door gunners. The com
mander should also coordinate with the battalion staff if there 
are specific portions of the AB that they must brief. 

Before the AB begins all kneeboard packets and other 
documents (execution checklists, air movement tables, 
commo cards, etc.) should be handed out. This ensures 
that the brief is not interrupted once. The commander 
should then conduct a packet inventory highlighting all 
pen-and-ink changes. This ensures everyone has the 
required documents and is standardized. 

During the brief, the commander must ensure all infor
mation is briefed down to the crew chief/door gunner 

level. All friendly and enemy positions should be briefed 
with grid coordinates and relative relation to the serials or 
individual aircraft. For example: "At LZ Dove, Company B, 
i-45th Infantry will conduct a right door exit and assault 
the wood line to the right. Their objective, OBJ CRUSH, is 
at the two o'clock position, 3000 meters from the number 
one touchdown point in the LZ." With this level of detail the 
risk of fratricide will be greatly reduced and the overall sit
uational awareness for every crew will be greatly 
enhanced. 

With the use of these suggested TTPs during those key 
events in the air-assault planning process, assault compa
ny commanders can ensure that company-level planning 
and coordination is more efficient and effective in prepar
ing for air assault operations. 

---.: .. :. 
CPT Ron Lukow is the assault company trainer at the 
National Training Center, Fort Irwin, Calif. 

with the Expedition Two crew, arrived at the space station March 18. 
In addition to Forrester, there are five other active-duty Army astro
nauts: LTC Jeff Williams, LTC Nancy Currie, LTC Tim Creamer, 
LTC Doug Wheelock and astronaut candidate MAJ Timothy Kopra. 

The advanced Lightweight Microclimate Cooling System devel
oped by the U.S. Army Soldier and Biological Chemical 
Command's Soldier Systems Center is being adapted for use 
in Army UH-60, CH-47 and OH-58 helicopters. Developed as part 
of the Air Warrior system, the cooling device will help aircrews 
lower body heat generated in the multi-layered flight suits. The 
system is scheduled to be issued to field units beginning in 2003. 
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" 
By CW3 Jon Sturnick 

How many times have you said this during your career in the cockpit? 
I believe it is fair to say that many of us have experienced a near-miss with an object that seeming

ly should have been - but wasn't - lighted and annotated in our flight information publications. As an 
aviator with 11 years of experience, it's certainly happened to me. As a result, I decided to find out why 
- by becoming a subject-matter expelt on how obstructions are repOlted through appropriate channels, 
as well as on how they ultimately make their way into flight information publications and tactical maps. 

Government Requirements 
The federal government controls the reporting, marking and lighting of obstructions in the National 

Airspace System (NAS). Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 14, Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) 
Part 77, requires the reporting of all obstructions 

The federal government controls 
the reportIng, marking and lighting of 

obstructions In the NatIonal Airspace System. 

above 200 feet above ground level (AGL). 
Obstructions of less than 200 feet AGL do not 
have to be reported unless, according to Advisory 
Circular (AC) 7017460-1 K, the FAA recom
mends marking and/or lighting a lower structure 
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because of its particular location. 14 CFR part 77 
and AC 7017460-1K basically state that obstruc

tions within 20,000 feet of a runway - regardless of height - will be reported to the FAA so that an 
appropriate safety survey can be made of the object's location and potential hazard to the NAS. 

The AP/I B Pg. 1-4, item (19) says: "Unpublished towers found by surveys 200 feet AGL and above 
are in this SOP." The Chart Update Manual (CHUM) is a living document that states: "All vertica l 
obstructions 200 feet AGL and higher cannot be pOltrayed due to chart scale and feature density." 

OK, all obstructions that we have to deal with are required to be lighted right? 
Wrong. 
AC 7017460-1 K says: "Pilots of aircraft traveling at 165 lets. or less should be able to see obstruction 

lights in sufficient time to avoid the structure by at least 2,000 feet horizontally under all conditions of 
operations, provided the pilot is operating in accordance with FAR part 91." 

However, owners of obstructions mayor may not be required to light the obstruction based on spe
cific requirements in the AC. Painting of obstructions in either a red and white checker pattern or avi
ation orange is expensive and is only "recommended" by the FAA. AC 7017460-1 K further states that 
"Construction or alteration of a structure that Illay affect the NAS is required under the provisions of 
14 CFR part 77 to notify the FAA by completing the notice of proposed construction or alteration form. 
This form Illay be downloaded from www.faa .gov/ats/ata/ ata400." AC's may also be accessed and 
downloaded frolll this site. 

The bottom line is that the lighting of obstructions above 200 feet AGL is not required, but is a nor
mal operating practice. Obstructions within 20,000 feet of a runway and below 200 feet AGL mayor 
may not be required to be lighted, based on a site survey conducted by the FAA. 
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What happens when the light fails? AC 7017460-IK states 
that "Light failures on obstructions should be corrected as 
soon as possible. Any failure or malfunction that lasts more 
than 30 minutes and affects a top light or flashing obstruc
tion light, regardless of its position, should be repOited 
immediately to the nearest Flight Service Station (FSS) so a 
notice to airman (NOTAM) can be issued. Toll free numbers 
for FSSs are listed in most telephone books or on the FAA's 
website ." 

One of the problems we are dealing with is that AC's are 
not regulatory in nature, they merely describe an industry 
standard that is not a requirement unless directed by a go v
eming body such as the FAA. 

Obstructions that emit frequencies governed by the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as stated in 47 
CFR part 97, volume 5, Palt 80. FCC forms , bulletins and 
information can be obtained toll-free from the FCC's nation
al call center at (888) call-FCC [(888) 225-5322]. 

Airman's Information Manual (AIM), Section 5, Potential 
Flight Hazards: Section 7-5-3, 
"Obstructions to Flight," states 
that "many structures exist that 

posted and current." 
In addition, Page 24, 3-3 A & H, states that the SOP will 

address "terrain flight hazard avoidance and operations in a 
tactical environment." We often train in alert areas and mil
itary operations areas (MOAs) that are beyond the bound
aries of our "base operations hazard maps." So, we must be 
aware of the malmer in which hazards are promulgated in all 
of our areas of operation, and ensure that we include these 
areas in our terrain flight hazard avoidance operations in a 
tactical environment. 

Real Hazards 
Why is all of this so important to Army aviation opera

tions? 
Power companies frequently put up distribution and trans

mission lines to homes, businesses and other facilities that 
are not in the proximity of an airpOit. Depending on the ter
rain, distribution lines average 40 to 60 feet AGL and trans
mission lines average 100 to 120 feet AGL. These obstruc-

tions are not reported unless they 
are in proximity to an airpOit. 
Moreover, these obstructions 

could significantly affect the 
safety of your flight when operat
ing below 500 feet AGL, and par
ticularly below 200 feet AGL. At 
and below 200 feet AGL there 
are numerous power lines, anten
na towers, etc. , that are not 
marked and lighted as obstruc
tions and therefore may not be 

How do you ensure your 
unit's terrain flight 
hazard avoidance 

program Is the best 

may not be lighted - even if they 
are above 200 feet AGL. It is 
important to note that "our" 
MOAs, alert areas or areas of 
operation (AO) are not really 
"our" airspace - it is the FAA's. 
An individual or small company 
mayor may not know whom to 

It can be? 

seen in time to avoid a collision. 
Notices to Airman (NOTAMs) 
are issued on those lighted structures experiencing tempo
rary light outages. However, some time may pass before the 
FAA is notified of these outages, and NOTAM issued, thus 
pilot vigilance is imperative." 

Part c. of the same section states: "Many of those 
[obstructions] that do require notice do not exceed 200 feet 
AGL or meet the Obstruction Standard of 14 CFR Part 77 
and, therefore, are not marked and/or lighted. All pilots are 
cautioned to remain extremely vigilant for these power lines 
or their supporting structures when following natural fly
ways or during the approach and landing phase." Section d. 
of the same section states, "some structures do not require 
obstruction marking and/or lighting and some may not be 
marked and lighted even though the FAA recommended it." 

It is important to note that each military service and the 
FAA have an Obstacle Evaluation/Airport Aeronautical 
Evaluation Proponent Office working together to find 
appropriate solutions to this complex issue within the con
straints of the law and Best Safety Practices. 

Army Requirements 
Army Regulation (AR) 385-95, Pg. 12 E. (4), requires 

Army aviators to immediately repOit hazards and unsafe 
conditions or acts to the proper authority. After the initial 
verbal repOlt, provide a DA Form 2696 (OHR) to document 
the condition and promote follow-up actions as appropriate 
[the FAA has a similar program known as the Aviation 
Safety Reporting System (ASRS)]. AR 385-95, Pg. 10 C. 
(4), says: "The operations officer will ensure a detailed haz
ard location map covering the entire unit operational area is 
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report construction projects to, 
or whether repOiting an obstruc
tion is required. 

All of this means that aircrews end up relying on FAR Palt 
91 (see and avoid). Remember, not all obstructions will be 
reported or lighted. I am not even attempting to address the 
errors in publications, or the problems with proper and time
ly dissemination of new hazards. 

Improve Your program 
How do you ensure your unit's terrain flight hazard avoid

ance program is the best it can be? My solution to this com
plex paradox of regulation and publications (which greatly 
relies on the human element) is: 
• First, establish a working relationship with all cell phone, 
power and construction companies in your local area and/or 
areas of operation. 
• Second, give the information in this article - and the name 
and number of your Post Airspace Safety Office (PASO) - to 
each of the businesses (you will more than likely find your
self educating these companies as I did). 
• Third, work with your PASO frequently in an effort to 
develop the best, most proactive terrain flight hazards avoid
ance program possible. 

AR 385-95 states that your SOP will address terrain flight 
hazard avoidance, and operations in a tactical environment. 
How well and how completely you apply process system 
safety management into your SOP is up to you and your 
organization. 
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CW3 Jon Sturnick is assigned to Company C, 1st Battalion, 
14th Aviation Regiment, at F o/'t Ruckel; Ala. 
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Radio Phra~eology 
/<E::---~ and A~R~ 

ARMY AVIATION 

by CW 4 Corey J. Ferguson 

A
rmy aviation today literally spans the globe, and we can find 
ourselves operating into and out of busy military and civil 
airports worldwide. When doing so, we have an opportuni

ty to listen to other aviators on air traffic control (ATC) frequencies 
attempting to communicate their desires concisely and efficiently. 
The room for communications error in this fragile air traffic net
work is continually decreasing as more aircraft of differing capa
bilities are packed into a limited amount of space. 

One of the distinguishing features between the professional aviator and just another pilot is 
their use of correct ATC phraseology, which assures the best chance of our intentions being 
correctly understood, and thus increases the safety of our operations. Recently there has been 
a tendency by some pilots to use "ATC slang" that is not listed in the Department of Defense 
General Planning Guide or the FAA Aeronautical Information Manual. 

Professional aviators will read back the clearance as it was issued by ATe. The reason for 
this read back is to allow the controller and other aviators monitoring the frequency to 

have a chance to "hear back" the' clearance. This allows the controller to correct the clearance 
should it have been issued in error, intended for another aircraft or if some type of miscom
munication has occurred. 

One of the more conunon slang phrases to come along seems to be the response to the towers' 
takeoff instructions . When hearing "Army 12345, cleared for takeoff runway 26 Right," the pro
fessional aviator will respond "Army 12345, cleared for takeoff runway 26 Right." However, 
there seems to be a growing number of "cool" pilots who believe that the response "on the roll" 
just sounds better. When issued a clearance of "Army 12345, position and hold runway 26 Right," 
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these "cool" pilots respond with "on the hold" rather then 
reading back the full clearance. 

This laid-back method of communication recently led 
to the following incident - extracted from the 

Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS). It happened 
at a major airport and serves as a good example of why 
we should not tolerate this type of phraseology in our 
cockpits. 

"Reports sent to the ASRS are held in 

strict confidence. More than 300,000 

reports have been submitted to date 

and no reporter's identity has ever 

been breached by the ASRS. " 

It was one of those VFR days with strong west winds. 
The operation was simultaneous landings and depar
tures on both runways 26 Left and 26 Right. 

"Somewhere in the vicinity of the outer marker," the 
writer reported, "we had been cleared to land on 26 Left 
and to maintain visual separation with the other traffic 
that had been cleared to land on 26 Right. In attempting 
to get another departure off runway 26 Left prior to our 
landing, the tower cleared a light twin for an immediate 
takeoff on 26 Left. Apparently misunderstanding the 
clearance, that light twin responded, 'On the hold, 26 
Left.' 

"I know that my copilot and I both thought that he 
said 'On the roll, 26 left." I suppose that the tower con
troller also thought the same thing. The light twin tax
ied into position and held on runway 26 Left. 

"We continued our approach in anticipation of the air
craft starting its takeoff roll. As we got closer, the tower 
asked the light twin on the runway if there was a prob
lem. The reply was that they had no problem and that 
they were 'on the hold.' I swear it still sounded like he 
said 'on the roll.' Now we were very close to touch 
down, so I started a missed approach just as the tower 
controller instructed to the light twin to 'hold your posi
tion and cancel takeoff clearance.' 

"I'll bet anyone a cup of luke-warm coffee that had the 
light twin's pilot used the phrase, 'position and hold 
runway 26 left,' indicating his misunderstanding of the 
original clearance, the tower controller, my copilot or I 
would have queried him early on in our approach." 

The ASRS program was established in 1975 under a 
memorandum of agreement between the Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA) and the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). While 
the FAA provides most of the program funding, NASA 
administers the program and sets its policies in consul
tation with the FAA and the aviation community. 

The ASRS collects, analyzes and responds to volun-
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tarily submitted aviation safety inc"ident reports in order 
to lessen the likelihood of aviation accidents. ASRS 
data are used to : 

• Identify deficiencies and discrepancies in the 
National Aviation System (NAS) so that these discrep
ancies can be remedied by appropriate authorities; 

• Support policy formulation and planning for, and 
improvements to, the NAS; and 

• Strengthen the foundation of aviation human factors 
safety research. 

This is particularly important since it is generally con
ceded that more than two-thirds of all aviation accidents 
and incidents have their roots in human-performance 
errors. 

Pilots, air traffic controllers, flight attendants, 
mechanics, ground personnel and others involved in 

aviation operations may submit reports to the ASRS 
when they are involved in, or observe, an incident or sit
uation in which aviation safety was compromised. All 
submissions are voluntary. 

Reports sent to the ASRS are held in strict confi
dence. More than 300,000 reports have been submitted 
to date and no reporter's identity has ever been breached 
by the ASRS. ASRS anonymizes reports before entering 
them into the incident database. All personal and orga
nizational names are removed. 

"The next time 
you observe a 

safety deficiency 
please consider 

the value of 
helping to correct 

the problem ... " 

Dates, times and related information, which could be 
used to infer an identity, are either generalized or elim
inated. 

This program has helped to identify many significant 
hazards to aviation and have resulted in the implemen
tation of procedures and policy to reduce our risks in the 
cockpit. The next time you observe a safety deficiency 
please consider the value of helping to correct the prob
lem by the voluntary submission of an ASRS report. 

For further information on this program and to down
load the latest version of the reporting form visit the 
ASRS web site at http://asrs .arc.nasa.gov/main.htm. 

----------- ~~ ------------

CWO Corey J. Ferguson is a dual-rated master Army 
aviator and, in his civilian occupation, a B-747 captain 
with a major airline. 
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How good are your acronym-identification skills????? 
Test yourself with this exercise 
submitted by CSM Jack L. List (Ret.) 

Recently at the WAATS the OAT was high. I walked up to 
an aviator who was wearing his ALSE, reading his ATM and 
preparing for his APART. As I approached this aviator I 
noticed that he had dropped his CL and NVG. We were both 
attempting to pick up the equipment when the airfield sud
denly went IFR. Unable to see each other, we both made a 
MAP at the dropped equipment. The weather got so bad 
that we continued toward the CL and NVG utilizing good old 
NOE. As we made our approaches I asked the aviator if he 
had read the NOTAM for that day. He indicated that he had 
only glanced at them, and noticed that a NAVAID had been 
out and was undergoing an MWO. 

We both reached the dropped equipment at the same 
time; he reached for the NVG and I for his CL. I proceeded 
to give him the CL when the alarm went off indicating that 
we both should put on our MOPP gear. 

This all occurred on a Monday, the same day that the 
colonel from the DOES was due to arrive, along with a fel
low from the FAA who was going to give a briefing on FAR, 
FLIP and ICAO. The FAA fellow was an IE, IP, MP, IFE and 
a VHIRP expert. The DOES colonel was prepared to give a 
briefing on TAAMS-A utilizing the latest TRADOC STANAG. 

I greeted them both with a hefty salute and good morn
ing. As we proceeded to the headquarters building the 
colonel said he had left his NGR and DOD paperwork 
aboard the aircraft. He did an about face and was greeted 
by the CE of the UH-60 carrying his NGR and DOD stuff. 
They both saluted, the colonel thanked the chief with a 
wink and we proceeded to the HQ. The colonel asked me 
if the unit did AVIM or AVUM, or both. I indicated that while 
in CONUS the ARNG did both . As we continued through 
the HQ building we noticed that an NCO was giving 
instructions on the acronym SALUTE to a class of his 
peers. We continued down the corridor to the comman
der's office, where a young female soldier, who indicated 
that there was a DSN call for me, greeted us. 

I took both gentlemen into the commander's office and 
they cordially exchanged greetings. I picked up the phone 
and was alerted by the OPS officer that ATC reported that 
an F-16 had accidentally shot one of his ATAS while per
forming a GCA. The ATAS hit a BMP on the ground, set
ting off an explosion that set off an ELT of a parked aircraft. 
The OPS officer said to tell the commander that HQDA 
was already alerted . The F-16 had returned to its AFB 
along with the AFSO team. Apparently, the AMC of the 
mission - who was also the EW expert of his unit - had 
miscalculated the DH and FPM while performing the GCA. 
I hung up the phone and turned to go back into the com
mander's office, when a young CPT came to me to discuss 
an OHR that he filled on one of the new WOs. It seems that 
a HAZMAT situation occurred when the WO was perform
ing a preflight on his UH-60 and inadvertently spilled fuel 
all over the ramp. 

So, how many did you get? If you got all 52 acronyms 
without using the answer sheet, it's time you retired! 

ARMY AVIATION 

ANSWERS TO ARMY ACRONYMS 
1. WAATS - Western Army National Guard Aviation Site 
2. OAT - Outside Air Temperature 
3. ATM - Aircrew Training Manual 
4. APART - Annual Proficiency and Readiness Test 
5. CL - Check List 
6. IFR - Instrument Flight Rules 
7. MAP - Missed Approach Point 
8. NVG - Night-Vision Goggles 
9. NOE - Nap of the Earth 
10. NOTAM - Notice to Airmen 
11. NAVAID - Navigational Aid 
12. MOPP - Mission-Oriented Protective Posture 
13. DOES - Directorate of Evaluation and Standardization 
14. FAA - Federal Aviation Administration 
15. FAR - Federal Aviation Regulations 
16. FLIP - Flight Information Publication 
17. ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organization 
18. IE - Instrument Flight Examiner 
19. IP - Instructor Pilot 
20. MP- Maintenance Test Pilot 
21. VHIRP - Vertical Helicopter Instrument 

Recovery Procedures 
22. TAAMS-A - The Army Maintenance Management 

System-Aviation 
23. TRADOC - Training and Doctrine Command 
24. STANAG - Standardization Agreement 
25. NGR - National Guard Regulations 
26. DOD - Department of Defense 
27. CE - Crew Chief 
28. UH-60 - Utility Helicopter-60 (Black Hawk) 
29. HQ - Headquarters 
30. AVIM - Aviation Intermediate Maintenance 
31 . AVUM - Aviation Unit Maintenance 
32. CONUS - Continental United States 
33. NCO - Noncommissioned Officer 
34. SALUTE - Size, Activity, Location, Unit, 

Time and Equipment 
35. OPS - Operations Officer 
36. ATC - Air Traffic control 
37. F-16 - Air Force fighter plane (Fighting Falcon) 
38. ATAS - Air-to-Air Stinger 
39. GCA - Ground Controlled Approach 
40. BMP- Boyevaya Mashina Pekhoty (Russian 

armored vehicle) 
41 . EL T - Emergency Locator Transmitter 
42. HQDA - Headquarters, Department of the Army 
43. AFB - Air Force Base 
44. AFSO - Aerial Fire Support Observer 
45. AMC - Air Mission Commander 
46. EW - Electronic Warfare 
47. DH - Decision Height 
48. FPM - Feet Per Minute 
49. CPT - Captain 
50. OHR - Operational Hazard Report 
51. WO - Warrant Officer 
52 . HAZMAT - Hazardous Material 
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arrivals/departures 

BG. GENERALS 
Packett, Virgil L.II, HQs, ACOS Opns, 
AFSOUTH, PSC 813, Box 136, FPO AE 09620. 

COLONELS 
Forrester, William H., 1560 Creek Loop, Fort 
Campbell, KY 42223.EM: wf3160@aol.com 
Garvey, Daniel L., 585 Sumner Road, Cartisle, 
PA 17013.EM: daniel.garvey@us.army.mil 
Moentmann, James E., HHC, Aviation Brigade 
21D, APO AE 96257. 
Sales, Millard V., 375 Harrogate Springs Rd., 
Wetumpka, AL 36093.EM: vksalesjr@aol.com 
Thomas, Kelly J., HQ, USAREUR, CMR 420, 
Box 2898, APO AE 09063.EM: kelly.thomas@ 
hq.hqusareur.army.mil 
Young, Thomas W., 10 Faith Lane, Fort 
Rucker, AL 36362.EM: youngt@rucker.army.mil 

LT. COLONELS 
Ballew, Robert S., 12 Alexander Street, Fort 
Bragg, NC 28307. 
Barton, Theresa L., 602A Berry Court, Mountain 
View, CA 94043.EM: theresa_ barto39@hot
mail. com 
Beal, Steven F., 6319 77th Avenue W, 
University Place, WA 98467.EM: kwajbeals 
@yahoo.com 
Bilafer, George M., 20559 Southport Landing, 
Smithfield, VA 23430.EM: geo_bilafer 
@yahoo.com 
Brown, Gary B., PSCS Box 261 , APO AE 
09050.EM: gary.brown@dtra.mil 
Enderle, Richard A., 686 Cushing Road, 
Newport, RI 02841.EM: tfi60@aol.com 
Fletcher, Charles E., 1030 Crescent Drive, 
Beiton, TX 76513.EM: chartes.fletcher2@usarc
emh2.army.mil 
Garrison, Michael E., 46571 Cartyle Court, 
Sterting, VA 20165.EM: nomadavn@ 
worldnet.att.net 
Hunsberger, Jerald W., 5 Nassau Court, 
Stafford, VA 22554. 
King, Gregory L. , 6504 Koziara Drive, Burke, 
VA 22015.EM: king-lJreg@osd.pentagon.mil 
Krieger, David D., 35 Spesutie Island Road, 
Aberdeen Prv Grd, MD 21005.EM: david. 
krieger@na.amedd.army.mil 
Leslie, Daniel T., 15 Faith Lane, Fort Rucker, AL 
36362. 
Moore, David R., HQ, V Corps, CMR 420, Box 
1239, APO AE 09063.EM: moore.david@dms. 
heidelberg.army.smil.mil 
Owens, Calvin J., HHC, EUSA, CJG-3 Aviation, 
PSC 303, Box 27, APO AP 96204.EM: owen
sc@usfk.korea.army.mil 
Shanney, Joe, 11115105th Ave Ct SW, 
Lakewood, WA 98498. 
West, Donatd R., HHD, 52nd Med Evac Bn, 
Unit 15246, APO AP 96205. 
Yonts, James R. , 4033 Lithia Ridge Blvd., 
Valrico, FL 33594. 

MAJORS 
Alexander, Michael T., 68 Hancock Avenue, 
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: vtalex@ earth
link.net 
Avila, Michael A., 8528 Monticello Avenue, 
Alexandria, VA 22308.EM: eagledo36@ aol.com 
Bentley II, Erskine R., 929 5th Ave, Leaven
worth, KS 66048.EM: ebentleyll@kc. rr.com 
Blum, Gustavo E., 1307 Sanders Street, 
Leavenworth, KS 66048.EM: gustavo.blum@ 
us.army.mil 
Brozek, Dennis W., 68 3rd Infantry Road, Fort 
Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: brozek@ 
compuserve.com 
Busteed, Michael P., 34 Hunt Drive, Fort 
Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: michael. 
busteed@us.army.mil 
Chase, Kenneth D., 35 Hunt Road, Fort 
Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: ken.chase@ 
us. army. mil 
Corcoran, James M., 7505 McFrench Drive, 
Fayetteville, NC 28311. 
Cutting, James J., 2904 S 14th St., Leaven
worth, KS 66048.EM: jcutting@kc. rr.com 
Dalcourt, Charles J., 249 Dodge Street, Fort 
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Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: chasdalOOO@ 
aol.com 
Ebner, Gregory R., 45 3rd Infantry Road, Fort 
Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: ebner98@ 
hotmail.com 
Emmons, Kristina A. , 1373 Sherman Avenue, 
Leavenworth, KS 66048. 
Hamontree, George S., 316 Oak St, Maxwell 
AFB, AL 36113.EM: ah64srule@cs.com 
Hawley, Kenneth A., 112 5th Artillery Rd, Fort 
Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: kmhsch@hotmail. 
com 
Henderson, Joseph P., Box 618, HSC 3rd MI 
BN, Unit 15220, APO AP 96271 .EM: 
joseph.henderson@humphreys3-501mi. 
korea.army. 
Hottell, Kevin D., 305 Wimbledon Drive, 
Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: khotl@aol.com 
Krall, David M. , CMR 454, Box 3525, APO AE 
09250.EM: dmkrall@hotmail.com 
Lunn, Robert H., 521 N. Imboden St, Apt. 104, 
Alexandria, VA 22304.EM: rhlunn@knology.net 
Mahony, Michael F., 307 Williams Road, Fort 
Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: mahony_mike 
@hotmail.com 
Rice, Frederick L, 3925 Weber Way, Lexington, 
KY 40514.EM: ricef88@hotmail.com 
Salter, David E., 85 3rd Infantry Road, Fort 
Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: david.salter@ 
us.army.mil 
Stephens, Gary D., 215 Longwood Drive SE, 
Huntsville, AL 35801 .EM: gary.stephens@ 
msl.redstone.army.mil 
Stiller, Albert H., 7811 Shuttle Road, 
Fayetteville, NC 28311.EM: stillal@aol.com or 
stillerah@bragg.army.mil 
Thompson, Garry L., 608 S. 131h, 
Leavenworth, KS 66048. 
Traylor, John M., 308 Stonecroft Circle, Helena, 
AL 35080.EM: jmtraylor@ mindspring.com 
Walls, Charles S., 105 5th Artillery Road, Fort 
Leavenworth, KS 66027.EM: cdwalls@ 
hotmail.com 
Wolons, David S., 47225 Schwartzkopf Drive, 
Lexington Park, MD 20653.EM: id7955@usma. 
edu 

CAPTAINS 
Azubuike, Amanda I., 1310 Oakcrest Drive, 
Apt. 433, Columbia, SC 29223.EM: azubuike99 
@yahoo.com 
Baker, Christopher, 2100 E. Bengal Blvd., No. 
H203, Salt Lake City, UT 84121.EM: cbaker7 
@aol.com 
Belden, Kevin A. , 439 Eton Drive, Dothan, AL 
36305.EM: uh60ah64@aol.com 
Brenneman, Jerome S., 1389 Glennover Way, 
Marietta, GA 30067 .EM: romeb58d@ 
bellsouth.net 
Brown, Kelly C., 632 F Street NE, Washington, 
DC 20002. 
Debany, Richard B., 126 Fox Ridge Drive, 
Harvest, AL 35749.EM: prdebany@aol.com 
Gignilliat, Andrew D., 3555 Shoveler Court, 
Clarksville, TN 37042.EM: andygig@cs.com 
Jentoft, Heidi A., 179B E Athens Street, Winder, 
GA 30680.EM: av8tricks@yahoo.com 
Kelley, Jason E., 4134 Pine Terrace Drive, 
Ashland, KY 41102. 
Lincicum, Adam R., 801 S. Indiana Ave., 
Mason City, IA 50401.EM: alincium@hotmail. 
com 
Masten, Randy G., 1908 Maine Street, 
Lawrence, KS 66046.EM: rkmasten@cs.com 
Messner, Garret K., E/160 SOAR, PSC 4, Unit 
15734, Box 312, APO AP 96213. 
Rae, Brian E. , 11817 Heather Landing PI. , 
Chester, VA 23831.EM: bandtrae@home.com 
Swift, Jennifer K., 511 Lindbergh Place, No. 
826, Atlanta, GA 30324.EM: jenswift@ 
mediaone.net 
Tapscott, Andrew K., 3905 Oak Valley Drive, 
Killeen, TX 76542.EM: longbowatk@aol.com 
Wiley, Kent R., 2021 Lovato Avenue, Barstow, 
CA 92311.EM: kwiley1259@aol.com 
Wolfe, Stefan R., 940 Bloomfield Street, Apt. 4, 
Hoboken, NJ 07030.EM: stefan_wolfe@ 
holmail.com 

1 ST LIEUTENANTS 
Barnett, Mary A., 5401 110th St. SW, Lakewood, 
WA96499.EM: mrpooh31@hotmail.com 
Forsyth, Karyn S., 2636 Meadow Hall Drive, 
Oak Hill, VA 20171.EM: ksprig99@yahoo.com 
Milchanowski, Jeffry W., 153 Rice Gate Drive, 
Richmond Hill, GA31324.EM: milchanowski@ 
hotmail.com 
Vandrey, Inga C., HSC, 3d MI BN (AE), Box 
4494, Unit 15220, APO AP 96271 .EM: 
ivandrey@hotmail.com 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Alston, Rodney K., 115 W Briar Dr, Enterprise, 
AL 36330.EM: wpx12359@west-point.org 
Bagaglio, Joseph E., 602 Chickasaw Road, 
Enterprise, AL 36330. 
Bembenek, Bembenek, 115 West Briar Drive, 
Enterprise, AL 36330. 
Christensen, Michael J., 200 Apache Drive, 
Apt. 42A, Enterprise, AL 36330. 
Dial, Andrew J., 71 AM Windham Drive, Apt. 
501 , Daleville, AL 36322.EM: aidial@juno.com 
Hanrahan, Ryan P., 202 Wimbledon Drive, 
Enterprise, AL 36330. 
Haskin, Keith A., 602 Chickasaw Road, 
Enterprise, AL 36330. 
Herzberg, Andrew L. , 403 Grand Pine Drive, 
Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: 
deputy_dogg@yahoo.com 
Klear, Brian A. , 3400 Oak Lawn Drive, 
Clarksville, TN 37042. 
Kolb, Kacie M., 145 Woodfield PI, Enterprise, 
AL 36330.EM: kaciekolb@ yahoo.com 
McQuary, Thomas P., D Co, 1/145 Avn, CMR 
3, Box 7522, Fort Rucker, AL 36362. 
Morgan, Timothy E., 120 W Briar Drive, 
Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: tmmrgn001 @aol.com 
Navarro, William, 326 A Quaker Ave, 
Philadelphia, NY 13673.EM: william.navarro@ 
us.army.mil 
Ontiveros, Angelica, 3129 Achey Drive, 
Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: angieontiveros@ hot
mail.com 
Purtle, Matthew G., 1500 Shellfield Rd, No. 
525, Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: mpurtle01 @hot
mail.com 
Randall, Timothy K., 303 Victoria Drive, 
Enterprise, AL 36330. 
Rice, Jessica V., 1500 Shell field Road, Apt. 
304, Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: jessrice23@ 
yahoo.com 
Shiley, Joshua C., 200 Apache Drive, Apt. 42A, 
Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: josh_shiley@ hot
mail.com 
Simmons, Jason A., 505 Briarwood Drive, B·6, 
Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: alansimmons@ 
iluv2fly.com 
Titzel, Howard C., 3129 Achey Dr, Enterprise, 
AL 36330.EM: htitzel@hotmail.com 

CW5S/MW4S 
Mclnelly, Leon, 1310 Bastogne Court, Fort 
Wainwright, AK 99703.EM: mcinelly@gci.net 

CW4s 
Johnson, Peter R., 320 B Millett St, Wahiawa, 
HI 96786.EM: pjoh120968@aol.com 

CW3s 
Dessinger, Michael D., P.O. Box 1285, Elfers, 
FL 34680.EM: flyboydes@yahoo.com 
Pais, Rodney L., 1461 Westgate Parkway, PMB 
#264, Dothan, AL 36303.EM: rpais@usa.net 
Triplett, Alphonso, 2108 NE 137th Court, 
Vancouver, WA 98684.EM: altriplett@ 
freightliner.com 
Van Den Eng, Bruce C. , B Co. 2-52 Avn Regt, 
Unit 15212, Boxc A-7, APO AP 96271.EM: bran
deneng@yahoo.com 
Wells, Jeffrey M. , 106 Scott Place #D, Fort 
Riley, KS 66442. 

CW2s 
Calvert, Gregory A., 1017AWisconsin Avenue, 
Fort Campbell, KY 42223.EM: 
calvertg@soar.army.mil 
McCullough, Charles W., A Trp, 1·6 Cav Box 
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53, Camp Eagle, South Korea, APO AP 
96297.EM: flyarmy2000@hotmail.com 
Sands III, William J., Av Co, 1SB Unit 31530, 
APO AE 09833.EM: billsands@hotmail.com 

W01s 
Baine, Dustin A., 2841 Pottsburg Landing Ct, 
Jacksonville, FL 32216.EM: dustyab@aol.com 
Grogan, Travis, 3604A Cadet Sheridan Road, 
Wahiawa, HI 96786.EM: tntgrogan@ 
earthlink.net 
Wells, Brian J., 4800 Ruciker Blvd, Apt 27, 
Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: 
bwells36@hotmail.com 
Workman, Travis L., CMR 467, Box 4087, APO 
AE 09096. 

ENLISTED SOLDIERS 
Kather, Earlene SFC, 119 Bridge House, 
Madison, AL 35758.EM: kathere@yahoo.com 
Meehan, Charles V. 1SG, 2010 Windlock Drive, 
Fayetteville, NC 28314.EM: meehancv 
@aol.com 
Nelson, Kirk E. SFC, 177 Hagen Street, Fort 
Bragg, NC 28307.EM: 1I17c1i@aol.com 
Petch, Douglas M. 1SG, D Co, 2-2 Avn Regt, 
Unit 15431, Box 58, APOAP 96257.EM: 
dpetch@sprynet.com 

DACS 
Ordway, Jr., Richard C. Mr., 1060 Grandview 
Boulevard, Apt. 628, Huntsville, AL 35824.EM: 
dick.ordway@peoavn.redstone.army.mil 

CIVILIAN 
Anderlohr, William J., BAE Systems, 6500 
Tracor Ln, MS 28-6, Austin, TX 78725. 
Buchner, Daniel R., 17 Allen Street, Madison, 
AL 35758.EM: dan.buchner@peoavn. 
redstone.army.mil 
Freeman, Michael E., Lockheed Martin Corp., 
9255 Wellington Road, Manassas, VA 
20110.EM: michael.freeman@lmco.com 
Freund, Dennis 0., Trivec-Avant Corporation, 
17831 Jamestown Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 
92847. 
Lynch, Ed, M Intemationallnc., 1301 Dolley 
Madison Blvd., McLean, VA 22101. 
Michael, A. Richard, BAE Systems, 305 
Richardson Rd, MS1320, Lansdale, PA 19446. 
Shoemaker, Brian D., 3825 Eaves Lane, Bowie, 
MD 20716.EM: brian.shoemaker@apoc.com 

RETIRED/OTHER 
Buckner, Eugene R. LTC, 10005 Country 
Carriage CI, Riverview, FL 33569. 
Byington, Michael S. COL, RR 1, Box 317, 
Dunlap, TN 37327. 
Hummel, Terrance J. LTC, 435021dlewood 
Road, Oakland, IA 51560. 
Hurst, Dale W. LTC, H.C. 53, Box 266, 
Hemphill, TX 75948.EM: hdory@iamerica.net 
Linder, Arno Mr., 3845 Sedgwick Avenue, No. 
12-B, Bronx, NY 10463. 
Mealer, Jerry L. CW4, 808 Gip Manning Road, 
Clarksville, TN 37042.EM: 
lI1yd98a@prodigy.com 
Proctor, Steven V. CW5, Unit 23203, Box 65, 
APO AE 09263. 
Sparks, Michael R. CW4, 118 Redwing Drive, 
Enterprise, AL 36330.EM: 
mrspar1<s@earthlink.net 
Stanfield, Joseph E. MAJ, 601 West Franklin 
Street, Dalton, GA 30720.EM: 
joannastan@aol.com 
Svarrer, Norman H. MAJ, USARAT, P.O. Box 
2012, Eglin Air Force Base, FL 32542.EM: 
nsvarre@attglobal.net 
Tillery, George G. COL, 2673 Holley Club 
Drive, Navarre, FL 32566.EM: 
georgetill@aol.com 
Trivitt, Allen L. CW5, 21363 Liberty Street NE, 
Aurora, OR 97002.EM: allent@colheli.com 
Wotkyns, Anthony L. MAJ, Visionquest, 42660 
Hwy 441 North, Okeechobee, FL 34972.EM: 
awotkyns@attglobal.net 
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Tips [7f 
fro m To PS ~ By LTC Laurence Mazzeno, USA-Ret. 

Head of the Class 
For those with realistic expectations, jobs in education can be rewarding. 

As a college president and retired Army officer, I enjoy helping fellow 
officers seek second careers in higher education. Hardly a month goes 
by that I don't hear from someone asking for advice - or a good lead - in 
finding a job at a college or university. 

that long, too. 
- Unsolicited, generic resumes aren't effective. Rather, check out trade 
journals for openings and send a tailored resume. As in any job search, 
research helps. Learn about a college before you apply. 

It's a natural trend. Most officers are college graduates, and many 
have advanced degrees. Seen from the outside, college life is attractive: 

- You have a pleasant work environment, make a decent salary, and deal 
with intelligent, goal-oriented people. 

- Hiring can take a long time. Colleges receive hundreds of applications 
for every faculty position in the humanities, social sciences, and some 
business disciplines. If you have credentials to teach science, engineer
ing, or math, your chances improve. Although staff positions don't always 
require a doctoral degree, the right education can count as much as 
experience. 

The reality of college life isn't quite so utopian, but it can be a reward
ing second career if you are realistic about your qU!llifications and know 
something about the industry. For example, colleges have different hiring 
practices. Ivy League schools and major state universities tend to hire 
new Ph.D.s or national figures who can attract students and grant 
money, while many small liberal arts colleges and community colleges 
welcome applicants with a master's degree and years of experience. 

As a retired military officer, you bring great value to higher education. 
You know how to lead, have a great work ethic, and can handle stress. 
Your planning skills can help an institution prepare for the future. And, if 
you've commanded soldiers, you will find your military leadership skills 
can be useful to motivate students, who always need good role models. 

There are some differences to this type of job search: 
- Networking may not be as effective as it is in other industries. While you 
may be hired into a nonteaching staff position by calling or visiting 
friends, it won't help you become a faculty member or a vice president. 
- There often is a long lead time between the announcement of a posi
tion and the actual start date. Colleges spend six months to a year 
selecting a president or vice president; many faculty appointments take 

- Some faculty members, staff, and members of the board of trustees are 
wary of "military thinking." They worry that military leaders are accus
tomed to issuing orders and obtaining instant obedience. Colleges prac
tice a system of shared governance in which many groups provide input 
for making important decisions. 

If a faculty position doesn't work out, keep other staff positions in mind. 
There is always a need for midlevel staff positions such as business 
managers, student-life directors, food-service managers, and facilities 
engineers. Most state-supported institutions report to larger governing 
organizations that hire staff for long-range planning, budgeting, and facil
ities management. 

Regardless of what you're hired for - facilities maintenance, student 
relations, business or finance management, or teaching - you will be an 
integral part of a quality campus atmosphere. 

LTC Laurence Mazzeno, USA-Ret. series as the current president of 
A/vernia College in Reading, Pa, 
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New Chapter 
Officers 
Air Assault: 

COL John H. Schnibben, III, President; COL 
Richard B. Bowman, Sr. V.P.; CPT Brett D. Criqui, 

Secretary; CW5 John E. Sims, Treasurer' MAJ 
Donald N. Galli, V.P. Membership Enro(lment; 
MAJ Steve J. Countouriotis, V.P. Programs; MAJ 

Christopher B. Carlile, V.P. Awards; CSM Donnie 
D. Calvery, Assistant V.P. 

Aloha: 
COL James S. Schisser, President. 

Arizona: 
LTC Gary M. Bishop, Ret., President; CW3 Robert 

M. Kelly, Ret., Senior V.P; LTC William J. Wallace, 
Ret., Secretary; LTC Philip A . Mooney, Ret., 

Treasurer; CW4 Denis M. Dvorchak, Ret., V.P. 
Membership Enrollment; COL David F. Sale, Ret., 

V .P. Membership Renewals; LTC Bradley N. 
Rounding, Ret., V.P. Programs; Mr. Ronald A. 

Trejo, V.P. Military Affairs . 

Aviation Center: 
CPT Gary J. Retzlaff, Jr., V .P. Awards . 

Corpus Christi: 
COL James J. Budney, President; Ms. Tammy H. 

Tuttle, Sr. V .P.; Ms. Martina V. Sellman, Secretary; 
Mr. Steven M . VanVleet, Treasurer; Ms. San Juanita 

R. Cantu, V .P. Membership Enrollment; Mr. Gary 
N. Kelly, V .P. Publicity. 

High Desert: 
CPT(P) Robert E. Pettit, III, Secretary. 

Lindbergh: 
LTC Glenn A. Monrad, Ret., 

V.P. Scholarships 

Tennessee Valley: 
MAJ Ian b. Klinkhammer, V.P. Public Affairs. 

Aces 
The following members have been 
recognized as Aces for their signing 

up five new members each. 

LTC Gregory L. Cantwell 
LTC Dennis D . Doyle 

Ms. Mary M. McCown 
CW3 Gerard S. Partridge III 

MAJ Stanley O. Smith 
Ms. Tammy H. Tuttle 

ARMY AVIATION 

AAAA Soldier 
of the Month 

A Chapter Program to Recognize 
Outstanding Aviation Soldiers 

on a Monthly Basis 

SGT Richard D. Larkin 
June 2001 

(Narragansett Bay Chapter) 

SSG Kenneth B. Lancaster 
July 2001 

(Indiantown Gap Chapter) 

SGT Terry L. Ellestad 
August 2001 

(Indiantown Gap Chapter) 

2LT Theresa H. Martin 
September 2001 

(Narragansett Bay Chapter) 

CPL Jeffrey M. Mclntrye 
October 2001 

(Narragansett Bay Chapter) 

SGT Louis A. Netto 
November 2001 

(Narragansett Bay Chapter) 

Outstanding NCO 
of the Quarter 

A Chapter Program to Recognize 
Outstanding Non-Commissioned Officers 

on a Quarterly Basis 

SFC Charles E. Smith, Jr. 
4th Qtr. 2001 

(Narragansett Bay Chapter) 

AAAA NCO of the Year 
A Chapter Program to Recognize 
Outstanding Non-Commissioned 

Officers on a Yearly Basis 

MSG Robert F. Evangelista 
2001 

(Narragansett Bay Chapter) 

AAAA Distinguished 
Instructor of the Quarter 

A Chapter Program to Recogn ize 
Distinguished Instructors 

on a Quarterly Basis 

SSG Anthony W. Harris 
July-September 2001 

(Colonial Virginia Chapter) 

High Desert 
Chapter 
LTC Anthony G. 
Crutchfield (right), 
president of AAAA's 
High Desert Chapter, 
presented the Order 
of St. Michael to 
CPT Jeff White (left, 
in flight suit), during 
a Sept. 4 ceremony 
at the National 
Training Center at 
Fort Irwin, Calif. 
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New AAAA Order of 
St. Michael Recipients 

CW4 Frank M. Candela (Silver) 
CWS Ronald L. Clary (Silver) 

COL Bobby H. Freeman, Ret. (Silver) 
COL Richard B. Bowman (Silver) 

COL Carl R. Merkt (Silver) 
CWS John L. Peterson (Silver) 
CSM David B. Rabon (Silver) 
Jaros c. Rickmeyer (Silver) 

MAJ Heyward Hall, Jr. (Bronze) 
SFC Clarence F. Lee, Jr. (Bronze) 

SFC Timothy M. Kilpatrick (Bronze) 
MAJ Terry P. Key (Bronze) 

MAJ Sidney J. Gray III (Bronze) 
SFC Timothy S. Nidiffer (Bronze) 

CWS Dudley F. Christian (Bronze) 
CPT Jeff W. White (Bronze) 

CW4 Duward C. Bean III (Bronze) 
MG William F. Allen (Bronze) 
LTC Brett E. Jonson (Bronze) 
MAJ Allen Huber (Bronze) 

CSM L. M. Morgan (Bronze) 
CW3 James Dupasquier (Bronze) 
MSG Stephen A. Davis (Bronze) 

SFC Timothy A. McGrath (Bronze) 
SSG John H. Kroenke III (Bronze) 
CW4 John H. Kroenke III (Bronze) 

COL Elaine B. Baxley (Bronze) 
CPT Craig J. Alia (Bronze) 

CPT Bart R. Tragemann (Bronze) 
COL(R) Theodore C. Cason (Bronze) 

MAJ Charles D. Bradley (Bronze) 
Robert K. Redfield (Bronze) 

NewAAAA 
Industry Members 
Columbia Helicopter Inc. 

AAAA 
life Members 

Mr. Thomas W. Light 

OCTOBER 31, 2001 



The thoughts and prayers olThe Military Coalition's board of Directors and the 31 organization rep
resentatives go out to every individual and family member touched by the unprovoked Sept. 11 attack 
on our nation. We join all Americans in saluting the countless rescue workers and many others who 
perionmed unsung but heroic acts to assist their fellow citizens. We also fully support President George 
W. Bush's commitment to find and punish the perpetrators. 
We're proud to know that the United States is a strong nation because of its strong and detenmined 
people - including the 5.5 million members of the unifonmed services community, of which MM's 
13,000 and The Retired Officers Association's nearly 390,000 members are a part. With everyone's 
continued patriotism and resilience, this nation shall overcome all challenges. 

Emergency Care During Heightened Base Security 
With the increased security level on numerous bases, The Military Coalition (TMC) has heard from 

some members who have been unable to access their primary care managers (PCMs) at military hos
pitals and clinics because the installation had been "locked down,' or they were told there were no 
appointments. Beneficiaries needing care and finding themselves in this circumstance should call the 
Health Care Finder for guidance. Phone numbers for various installations can be found on the Web at 
www.tricare.osd.miVtricareservicecentersldefault.cfm. 

Particularly in cases of an emergency, beneficiaries must seek help immediately rather than delay
ing care because they can't get to the military facility. But how do you know what constitutes an emer
gency? 

TRICARE defines an emergency as 'a condition characterized by acute symptoms of sufficient 
severity (including severe pain) that would lead a prudent lay person with an average knovvedge of 
health and medicine to believe and reasonably expect that the absence of immediate medical atten
tion could result in one or more of the following: 

• Serious jeopardy to the health of the individual or to the heallh of a pregnant woman or her 
unbom child; or 

• Serious impainment of bodily functions; or 
• Serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part. (Examples include severe eye or ear injuries, 

broken bones, serious wounds or profuse bleeding, heart attack symptoms or severe abdominal 
pains.)' 

Medical emergencies do not require approval from your physician. Here's a good rule of thumb to 
follow when in doubt: If your condition seems too serious to take time to call your PCM before dialing 
911 or going directly to the nearest emergency room (ER), it probably is. 
If a TRICARE-eligible patient is referred to a civilian ER by a military hospital or clinic, by your PCM or 
the TRICARE Line for Care (TLC), TRICARE will pay the claim automatically. If you have not received 
a referral, you must notify your PCM within 24 hours of receiving ER care. This is important, because 
TRICARE will not cover follow-up civilian care (and you would have to pay that expense out-<lf-pock
et) unless the ER visit has been authorized. 

Senate Still Working on Authorization Bill 
Among amendments in the Senate Authorization Bill still pending are Sen. Harry Reid's amend

ment to allow concurrent receipt of military retired pay and VA disability compensation, and Sen. Strom 
Thunmond's amendment to increase the age-62 SBP annuity. 

Indications are the Senate is likely to include those in its version of the defense bill (the Senate did 
so last year), but that remains to be seen. If that tums out to be the case, the next big challenge will be 
to convince the House negotiators to include these provisions in the final defense bill. 

The House bill expressed support for enactment of the concurrent receipt provision as of Oct. 1, 
2002, but only if the president submits legislation and funding requirements in his fiscal year 2003 bud
get. The odds of that happening aren't good. The Bush administration has just issued a fonmal state
ment expressing concem about several provisions in the House bill, including a line stating the admin
istration is 'opposed to the repeal of the current prohibition on the concurrent receipt of military retired 
pay and VA disability compensation." This isn't really a surprise, given the past opposition of adminis
trations of both parties. 

But Congress in its wisdom has corrected many serious inequities in the past despite opposition 
from previous administrations at the time - including TRICARE For Life (TFL), the active duty depen
dent dental plan, 30-year paid-up SBP and SBP for elderly 'forgotten widows. ' TMC didn't give up on 
those programs because of administration opposition, and now they all win Executive Branch praises. 
So TMC will continue pressing on concurrent receipt in the belief that Congress will end up doing the 
right thing. 

Government OKs FEHBP Suspension for TFL-Eligibles 
The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) announced a decision in the Federal Register on 

Sept. 26 that allows federal civilian FEHBP annuitants who are also retired from a uniformed service 
to suspend, rather than cancel, their FEHBP enrollment in order to participate in TFL. The ruling also 
applies to FEHBP participants who want to enter the Unifonmed Services Family Health Program 
(USFHP). 

Current FEHBP enrollees cannot use TFL or other Department of Defense (DOD) health programs, 
except for some modest reimbursements. The regulation clears the way for dual-eligible beneficiaries 
to suspend (not cancel) their FEHBP enrollments in order to take advantage of TFL while preserving a 
future opportunity to re-enter FEHBP if they vvsh to do that for any reason. An annuitant or fonmer 
spouse who cancels - rather than suspends -FEHBP coverage to use TRICARE coverage will not have 
the option to retum to FEHBP. To suspend enrollment in FEHBP, enrollees must contact OPM's 
Retirement Information Office for a fonm to request suspension of their FEHBP enrollment. The fonm 
can be obtained by sending an email message to retire@opm.gov or by calling (888) 767-6738. 
According to the regulation, the suspension will take effect the day before the beneficiary designates 
to start TFL or coverage. 

TFL to Improve Benefit Coordination 
TFL will improve coordination of benefits between Medicare and TRICARE for beneficiaries under 

65. Those under age 65 eligible for Medicare and enrolled in Medicare Part B will receive the same 
TFL benefits as those over 65. The only difference for the under age 65 Medicare-eligibles is that the 
beneficiary or their provider will have to submit claims to TRICARE to receive reimbursement for the 
TFL payment. TFL will pay Medicare copays and deductibles. 

TROA and TMC are working to get the process fixed so that the under-65 Medicare eligibles will 
have the same seamless processing of claims as will occur for the over-65 group. 

An Important TFL Question 
A number of folks have been asking whether they should cancel their supplemental insurance. 

Some companies are now offering TFL supplemental insurance plans, and people are wondering if 
they need to purchase a TFL supplemental policy. 

Answer: TFL provides excellent "wrap-around' coverage comparable to or better than Medicare 
supplemental policies. We don't think you need even more coverage unless you live outside the United 
States and its territories and possessions - but the decision is yours to make. One concern is that 
members who are confused about TFL coverage or apprehensive about giving up their Medicare 

COL Sylvester C. Berdux Jr. (Ret.) 
AAAA Representative to The Military Coalition (TMC) 

supplements might purchase extra coverage they would never use. 
Here are some sample scenarios compiled from member inquiries to TROA: 
• "Do I need additional coverage for a doctor who does not accept Medicare assignment?' 

You do not need such additional coverage. Providers who do not accept Medicare assignment, by law, 
can only charge 115 percent of the Medicare Maximum Allowable Charge (MMAC) for Medicare Part 
B services. TFL pays these excess charges above MMAC, so you have no need for extra coverage. 
You may have to pay your doctor first, but the doctor must then file the claim. In that case, TFL would 
pay you directly, so there is no real insurable risk. 

• 'Do I need insurance coverage for my phanmacy copays?" 
You shouldn't. Although you will have to pay the $3 or $9 cost shares for the phanmacy benefit, under 
TFL there is only a minimal chance that you would have excessive out of pocket expenses. At $3 to $9 
a prescription, it takes a lot of medications to add up to real money. Any premium you pay for supple
mental coverage will almost certainly cost more than you would pay in phanmacy copays. 

• 'Don't I need extra insurance in case I have a prolonged inpatient or skilled nursing care (SNF) 
stay?" 

Additional insurance is not needed. You will have no financial liability until day 151+ for a hospital 
stay (90 days if the 60 day lifetime reserve has been used). Although this is possible, there were only 
5 out of 140,000 TROA Mediplus policyholders who had such lengthy stays last year. Should you 
require care of this length, it is far more likely that you would be transferred to a lower-cost setting, such 
as home health care. After 151 days of inpatient care, TFL would be first payer and you would be 
responsible for the TRICARE cost shares. But even in that very unlikely event, the nevvy lowered cat
astrophic expense cap would limit your cost-share responsibility to $3,000 per family per year. 

As for SNF care, you have no liability for the first 100 days. Since SNF care is provided to make 
you better (remedial, not custodial care), very few patients ever stay that long. Again, even in the very 
unlikely event that you go over 100 days, your out-of-pocket expenses for TRICARE copays are limit
ed to $3,000 per family per year. 

• "I live overseas, therefore I need supplemental coverage.' 
Yes, this is the exception. If you reside in a foreign country, you probably should consider purchasing 
a TRICARE supplement, since Medicare does not pay for services overseas. Just be sure the supple
ment you are considering covers overseas care. 

Special Retired Pay Compensation 
The FY 2000 Defense Authorization Act provided an extra $100 to $300 per month for certain 

severely disabled retirees who served at least 20 years in a unifonm service. Specifically, it covered only 
members with: 

a. At least 20 years' service (or accumulated the equivalent 7,200 Reserve retirement points), and 
b. Who received nondisability retirement from their parent service, but 
c. Were awarded VA disability ratings of 70 percent or more within four years of retiring from ser

vice. 
Members awarded 100 percent ratings with the VA receive $300 per month; a 90 percent rating 

provides $200, and a 70 to 80 percent rating $100 per month. Payment of this benefit was effective 
Oct. 1, 1999. 

The FY 2001 Defense Authorization Act revised the provisions of special retired-pay compensation 
to include those retired under Chapter 61 (military disability) effective Oct. 1, 2001 . With this change a 
retiree must: 

a. Still meet the 20 years' service17,200 points rule, and 
b. Must have been awarded a disability rating of 70 percent or higher by either the parent service 

or the VA within four years of retiring. 
Qualified members whose VAorservice disability rating is 100 percent (or rated unemployable) will 

be eligible for $300 per month; those with ratings of 90 percent will receive $200 per month; those with 
70 or 80 percent ratings, $100 per month. 

The Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS) and VA are in the process of identifying the 
eligible members. The first payments are scheduled to begin on Nov. 1, 2001 , for the effective date of 
Oct. 1,2001. 

Court Limits Reservist Reinstatement Rights 
Federal employees who go on active military duty may see their job-restoration rights limited under 

certain circumstances under a recent decision (Woodman v. Office of Personnel Management, 00-
3414) from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. 

The court said that re-employment rights of employees who go on active Guard or Reserve duty 
do not apply for those who "abandon" their federal civil service careers. The case involved a fonmer 
"dual-status" National Guard technician who voluntarily went on Active Guard Reserve duty, request
ed a series of extensions, eventually qualified for military retirement and then applied for reinstatement 
to his civilian position and was denied that request. 

The court noted that re-employment rights in general apply for only five years and that the employ
ee served a total of 14 years in the military after leaving his civilian position. The court said that although 
he never fonmally resigned from his civilian job, his actions "created a de facto resignation by indicat
ing that he never intended to return to his civilian position." 

The court's decision in the Woodman case not only sets precedent for employees taking extended 
Guard or Reserve active assignments, but also provides an overview of the current state of re-ernploy
ment law that is of vital interest to the more than 100,000 federal employees who are members of the 
Guard and Reserve. For a look at the court's take on the law, go to www.fedweek.comiHotFreeNewsl 
default.asp. 

HHS Releases Assisted living Report 
As a number of Silver Eagles are entering the approach pattern to a change in their living styles 

they may want to take a look at this website. For the newer members of MM, the Silver Eagles are 
those members who have 35 years or more in MM. The web site is www.seniors.govlarti
cles/OB01/assisted-living.html. 
The Department of Health and Human Services released "A National Study of Assisted Living for the 
Elderly,' the first national study of assisted living facilities for older individuals. Another good source of 
infonmation is the website www.healthandage.com. Numerous TMC representatives frequently use 
this site to answer questions and to assist members. This excellent site has sections on health and 
lifestyles that are well thought out and easy to navigate. And it caters to both the public and health
care professionals. 



Helping Dreams Take Flight 

T he AAAA Scholarship Foundation has been 

helping AAAA members and their spouses, 

children and siblings pursue educational 

goals since 1963 by awarding annual scholarship 

grants and interest free loans funded through the 

generous support of members, corporations and 

individuals . Grateful members and their families 

who have applied for and received these grants and 

loans know how easy it is to take advantage of this 

outstanding membership benefit . Do you? 

Landing a Scholarship or Loan 
There are three easy ways to receive scholarship 

application forms or additional information: 

By mail 

AAAA Scholarship Foundation Inc. 

755 Main Street, Suite 4D 

Monroe, CT 06468-2830 

By telephone 

(203) 268-2450 

By downloading from the Web 

www.quad-a.org 

The deadline for applications is the 1 st of May each year. 

Making Our Funds Soar 
The Scholarship Foundation has grown over the years 

thanks to the generosity and commitment of many AAAA 

members. But as education costs continue to escalate, 

everyone's support is more crucial than ever. Whether 

you make an individual 

gift, give through a 

company matching 

program, contribute 

to the Combined 

Federal Campaign 
(CFC), take part in an 

important chapter scholarship 

drive, or encourage your company to become 

a corporate sponsor, you can know that every 

donated dollar is used to help defray the cost of 

classes and books for deserving students. 

At AAAA, we're always looking for new ways to make 

the Scholarship Fund grow. Help us help you . Give 

to the AAAA Scholarship Fund today. 

AAAA Scholarships -
Where Education Takes Off. 

AAAA SCHOLARSHIP 

FOUNDATION, INC. 

755 Main Street, Suite 4D 

Monroe, (T 06468-2830 

(203) 268-2450 

Fax: (203) 268-5870 

e-mail: aaaa@quad-a.org 

Advertisement produced courtesy of DynCorp 



NEW MEMBERS 
- -------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------- -

AIR ASSAULT CHAPTER 
FORT CAMPBELL, KY 

CPT Eric C. Capers 
CPT Brett D. Criqui 
MAJ Steve R. Samuelson 
CW4 Tom O. Sandner 

ARIZONA CHAPTER 
MESA, AZ 

Ms. Carole T. Sutton 

AVIATION CENTER CHAPTER 
FORT RUCKER, AL 

W01 Brian T. Adams 
W01 Juan A. Alejandro 
2LT Ravi A. Balaram 
2LT Daniel R. Bartlett 
2LT Shane W. Boyd 
CW2 John D. Brown 
W01 Robert T. Bryant 
1 LT Christopher Cancialosi 
2LT James N. Candelora 
W01 Phillip L. Cantrell 
W01 Kelvin K. Casperson 
CPT Andrew D. Cecil 
PV2 Rick R. Coronado 
2LT Samuel L. Craven 
W01 Benjamin Cuevas 
SPC Maurice A. Elmore 
W01 Dustin C. Engelhardt 
W01 Matthew C. Frederickson 
W01 Lori D. Gaff 
2LT Fred R. Hale 
1 L T Jonathan M. Hartman 
CPT Todd A. Heins 
W01 Brian P. Hill 
2LT D. Keith Hill 
W01 Kyle R. Kazak 
W01 Victor M. Lezama 
CW4 Gary W. McCuliors, Ret. 
2L T Jose M. Medina 
SGT Howard B. Meyers, Ret. 
W01 Kevin W. Miller 
W01 Ronnie L. Moon 
W01 Michael D. Morton 
SPC David N. Norman 
SSG Lan M. Norris 
W01 Jonathan S. Penrod 

W01 Christopher D. Reese 
2LT Jason D. Rowe 
COL Steven w. Swann, M.D. 
2LT Christian B. Terrell 
PFC Angela S. White 
W0 1 Stephen R. White 
CPT Suranjith Wijayartna 
2LT Randal D. Wright 
W01 Bryan P. Young 

BIG RED ONE CHAPTER 
ANSBACH,GERMANY 

SFC Lawrence B. Bengough 

COLONIAL VIRGINIA CHAPTER 
FORT EUSTIS, VA 

SFC Kevin E. Hollingsworth 
LTC Mark C. Smith 

CONNECTICUT CHAPTER 
STRATFORD, CT 

COL Fred J. Geier 
Mr. Paul A. Sikorsky 
Mr. Chuck J. Skurja 
Mr. Edward Turschman 
Mr. Gregory P. Wright 

CORPUS CHRISTI CHAPTER 
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 

MAJ Wayne E. Bubnick, Ret. 
Mr. Kresten L. Cook 

DELAWARE VALLEY CHAPTER 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 

SSG John A. McCoy 

FLYING TIGERS CHAPTER 
FORT KNOX, KY 

SGM Michael L. Lucas 
Mr. Sean P. Naylor 
CW2 Michael E. Shay, Ret. 

FRONTIER ARMY CHAPTER 
FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS 

MAJ Paul Bontrager 

MAJ Terrell C. Boyd 
MAJ Andrew Cole 
MAJ Susan M. Duke 
MAJ Benedict L. Fuata 
MAJ Todd W. Lewis 
MAJ Raymond R. Stark, Jr. 

GREATER ATLANTA CHAPTER 
ATLANTA,GA 

1LT Rob J. Dawson 
Mr. Jeffrey B. Lacey 

INDIANTOWN GAP CHAPTER 
INDIANTOWN GAP, PA 

MAJ Robert C. Allison, Jr. 

IRON MIKE CHAPTER 
FORT BRAGG, NC 

CW3 Roger A. Graf 

JIMMY DOOLITTLE CHAPTER 
COLUMBIA, SC 

SGM David R. Spigner, Ret. 

MAGNOLIA CHAPTER 
JACKSON, MS 

CW2 Frank E. Tackett 
SSG Walter D. Westbrook 

MONMOUTH CHAPTER 
FORT MONMOUTH, NJ 

Ms. Nicole M. Dilorio 
Mr. Theodore M. Homanick 

MORNING CALM CHAPTER 
SEOUL, KOREA 

CW3 Herman A. Hampp 

NARRAGANSETT BAY CHAPTER 
N. KINGSTOWN, RI 

SGT Richard D. Larkin 
2LT Theresa H. Martin 

NORTHERN LIGHTS CHAPTER 
FORT WAINWRIGHT/ 

FAIRBANKS AK 
LTC Bruce B. Bates 

CPT Todd E. Buhr 
COL Raymond W. Watters 

OREGON TRAIL CHAPTER 
SALEM, OREGON 

SGT Patrick A. Casha 
SPC Bryan R. Scrantz 

RHINE VALLEY CHAPTER 
HEIDELBERG, GERMANY 

MAJ Jeffrey S. Sears 

RISING SUN CHAPTER 
CAMP ZAMA, JAPAN 

PFC Matthew S. Adair 
SPC Adegloyega S. Adegimo 
Ms. Amy L. Behrends 
SGT Christopher M. Behrends 
PV2 Suzanne K. Biltz 
CW3 John C. Brotzman 
MAJ Lynn K. Byers 
SGT Arthur F. Doucette III 
CW3 John R. Eastmoore 
Ms. Carmen M. Goloversic 
CPT Timothy E. Goloversic 
Ms. Mary E. Rouse 
PFC Paul M. Sayre 
Ms. Mi Cha Taitani 
Mr. Nobuyuki Tamaru 
SSG Lilly L. Walton 
SGT Christopher W. Wood 

SAVANNAH CHAPTER 
FT STEWART/HUNTER AAF, GA 

LTC David L. Sheets, Ret. 

CW4 William T. Darnell, Ret. 
CPT Joel S. Masig 

TAUNUS CHAPTER 
WIESBADEN, GERMANY 

SGT Chadwick S. Crawford 
CW3 James R. Dupasquier 
CPT Andrew J. Risio 

TENNESSEE VALLEY CHAPTER 
HUNTSVILLE, AL 

Mr. Donald G. Allen 
MAJ Mark E. Ballew 
Mr. Randy L. Hodge 
Ms. Theresa J. Jacoby 
COL Donald E. Potter, Ret. 
Mr. Richard A. Resler 
CW3 Michael L. Slocum, Ret. 

WASHINGTON·POTOMAC CHAP. 
WASHINGTON, DC 

MAJ John C. Baskerville 
CW5 Geraldine A. Bowers 
LTC Ronald W. Johnson, Ret. 

WINGS OF VICTORY CHAPTER 
GIEBELSTADT, GERMANY 

CPT James S. Edwards 
CPT Jason L. Hester 
W01 Kevin L. Jackson 
CPT David C. Menser 

WRIGHT BROTHERS CHAPTER 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 

CW4 Carl A. Coyan, Ret. 
Mr. Donald T. Mears SHOWME CHAPTER 

JEFFERSON CITY, MO 
CW4 Gary E. Jones MEMBERS WITHOUT 

CHAPTER AFFILIATION 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER COT Michael D. Barno 

LOS ANGELES, CA 
CPT George G. Rock, Sr., Ret. 

TALON CHAPTER 
ILLESHEIM, GERMANY 

CW5 Ronald L. Clary 

LTC Henry A. Paladino, Ret. 
General Jean Razy 
Mr. Ian L. Ruhl 

TOP CHAPTERS 
The 1 October 2001 Membership Enrollment Competition standings have the following chapters ahead with two months left in the CY01 
contest ending 31 December. The rankings are based on CY01 net membership gain. 

Master Chapter (170+ Members) Senior Chapters (80·169 Members) AAAA Chapter (25·79 Members) 
1. Tennessee Valley Chapter ........ 93 1. Connecticut Chapter .. . .. . . .. ... 54 1. Oregon Trial Chapter ... . ... . . .. 29 
2. Air Assault Chapter . ... . ........ 60 2. Indiantown Gap Chapter . ... . .... 29 2. Jimmy Doolittle Chapter .. . ..... . 28 
3. Central Florida Chapter ... .. .. . . . 47 3. Frontier Army Chapter . . . .. ... . .. 18 3. Narragansett Bay Chapter .. . .. . .. 21 

TOP GUNS as of 1 OCTOBER 2001 
The member who sponsors the greatest number of new members during the contest year ending 31 December 2001 wins an all expense
paid trip to the AAAA Annual Convention , as well as a $300 cash award, and receives a plaque. Please note that the Top Gun program 
has been expanded to include prizes for 2nd place, $400; 3rd place, $300; 4th place, $200; 5th place, $100. 

Mr. William J. Cannon ........ .. .. 394 MAJ Frederick L. Rice ........ . ... . 84 LTC David E. Reichert, Ret. . ...... . 35 
Mr. John H. Bae .... .. .. .. ..... . 101 LTC Michael F. McClellan, Ret. ...... 36 MAJ Alexa G. Covert . . . .. . ....... 22 
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NEW NCO AWARD ANNOUNCED 
Solicitation now under way for CYOl AAAA National Awards 

Suspense: January 15, 2002 

The AAAA National Executive Board, (NEB) has 
voted to establish a new AAAA NCO of the Year 
award to be presented each year at the Annual 
Convention . The award, to be sponsored by 
Lockheed Martin, will recognize excellence in the 
ranks of Sergeant and above. The existing AAAA 
Soldier of the Year Award, sponsored by Bell 
Helicopter Textron, will honor those below Sergeant. 

The other seven awards to be presented at the AAAA 
Annual Convention in May are: 

Joseph P. Cribbins Department of the Army Civilian of the Year, sponsored by The Boeing Company 

James H. McClellan Aviation Safety Award, sponsored 

by GE Aircraft Engines 

Army Aviator of the Year, sponsored by Sikorsky Aircraft 

Corporation 

The Robert M. Leich Award, sponsored by Northrop 

Grumman Corporation, ESSS 

Outstanding Army Aviation Unit of the Year (USAR), 

sponsored by Honeywell 

Outstanding Army Aviation Unit of the Year (ARNG), 

sponsored by Honeywell 

Outstanding Army Aviation Unit of the Year (Active), 

sponsored by The Boeing Company 

ACCOMPANYING DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL AWARDS: The official "Nomination Form for Submission of 
All AAAA National Awards" is the only form used by the Awards Committee in its selection of annual AAAA 
National Awards winners. Additional forms are also obtainable from the AAAA National Office, 755 Main 
Street, Suite 4D, Monroe, (T 06468-2830. Telephone: (203) 268-2450; FAX: (203) 268-5870, Website: 
www.quad-a.org. 

The forms should be accompanied by a recent photo and biographical sketch of the nominee. Photos of the 
commander and the senior NCO must accompany each unit nomination. The "Nomination Form for 
Submission of all AAAA National Awards" and the accompanying photo(s) must be received at the AAAA 
National Office on or before January 15. Please use stiffeners to protect the photo(s) being submitted. Awards 
nominations materials - including photographs - cannot be returned. 
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Lost Members 
Help us find our Lost Members. We'll give you an additional month on your AAAA membership free for each member you help us locate. 
Simply write, call or E-mail uswiththeLostMember'scurrentaddress.AAAA, 755MainStreet, Suite 40, Monroe, CT 06468-2830. Tele: 
(203) 268-2450; FAX:(203) 268-5870; E-Mail: aaaa@quad-a.org. 

Adams, Cynthia K., Ms. 
Armenierovales, Jorge A, PFC 
Blaise, Michael 1, W01 
Bray, Dayna, SGT 
Burger, Eric, SPC 
Capps, Dudley R., 1LT 
Carr, Benjamin E., SPC 

Carr, Kathleen E., 2LT 
Cothren, Marlin A , SPC 
Deguzman, Torino P., SGT 
DeVenney, Sleven D., COT 
Ealon, Lolonya, SSG 
Forster, David, PV2 
Futch, Herbert L., SGT 

Holcomb, Robert C., 2LT 
Huggins, Bret 1, CPT 
Jabbie, Saidu, SGT 
Jones, Randy, Mr. 
Kelly, James w., SGT 
Kidd, Jason A, PFC 
Maizner, Frank D., COT 

Masiroianni, Jordan H., 2LT 
McCraw, Jason L., PV2 
Moore, Michael A, SPC 
Parl<er, Diarra N., PFC 
Patterson, Terrell, SGT 
Pelion, Cyrus J., SGT 
Philips, Nickolas M., PFC 

Robinson, limothy J., PFC 
Roe, Jacob M., W01 
Rohe, David, SSG 
Rosado, Michael J., SGT 
Schaefer, Don B., Mr. 
Schneider, Benjamin D., PFC 
Schwenn, Khirsten 1, 2LT 

FUNCTIONAL AWARD NOMINATIONS 

Shuford, Marl< K., CPT 
Stevens, Richard B., SGT 
Vanlassel, Richard D., PFC 
Williams, Jared 1, SPC 
Wilson-Rutan, Andrew G., 2LT 
Wortman, Roger J., SPC 

See our website www.quad-a.org or contact the AAAA National Office at (203) 268-2450 for 
nomination forms for these awards. Membership in AAAA is not a requirement for consideration. 

Suspense November 7 Contributions by a Small Business Organization 
(Awards Period Encompassing Army Aviation Material Readiness Award for 

November 1 Through October 31): Contributions by a Major Contractor 
Army Aviation Logistics Support 

Unit of the Year Award 
Army Aviation Material Readiness Award for 

Contributions by an Individual Member of Industry 
Army Aviation Material Readiness Award 

for Contributions by an Industry Team, 
Group, or Special Unit 

Army Aviation Material Readiness Award for 

rr Jan. 27 -Feb. 2, 2002. Aviation Leaders Conference, Fort Rucker, AL 
rr Jan. 19. Morning Calm Chapter Aviation Winter Ban. 

Army Aviation Association of America 
755 Main Street, Suite 4D 
Monroe, CT 06468-2830 

Phone: (203) 268-2450 Fax: (203) 268-5870 
Email: aaaa@quad-a.org 

rr Jan. 30. Aviation Center Award Banquet, Ft. Rucker Officer's Club, Ft. Rucker, AL. 
rrMay 11-15. AAAAAnnual Convention, Nashville, TN. 
rr Jul. 19. AAAA Scholarship Executive Committee Meeting, National Guard Readiness Center, Arlington, VA. 
rr Jul. 20. AAAA Scholarship Selection Committee Meeting, National Guard Readiness Center, Arlington, VA. -~~;;.:;::;JJ 
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CW4 Billy J. Fulbright (Ret.) 
Army Aviation Hall of Fame 2001 Induction 

CW4 Billy J. Fulbright completed flight training in one of the early warrant officer can
didate classes at Fort Sill. Okla. Shortly thereafter he was assigned to and became an 
instructor pilot in the H-21 transition school at Fort Riley, Kan. Dozens of his students, 
well-trained and experienced CH-21 pilots, manned the first five cargo helicopter 
companies sent to Vietnam in 1961 and 1962. He was next assigned as a standard
ization instructor pilot in the 8th Transportation Company in Vietnam, training replace
ment pilots in combat mission flying. Leading by example he flew many helicopter 
medevac missions and fixed-wing reconnaissance missions in the L -19 . 

In 1963 Fulbright was instrumental in forming a Caribou Transition Course at Fort Benning, 
Ga., and transitioned pilots in both fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft for the 11 th Air Assault 
Division tests. In 1967 he was selected for training in the Navy P-2V Neptune patrol 
bomber. He supervised bringing six P-2Vs out of storage for the installation of top-secret 
radio research equipment. He then became the SIP for the newly formed 1 st Aviation 
Radio Research Co. and deployed with it to Vietnam. His responsibilities included train
ing pilots in all maneuvers, including emergency proce
dures, and for the Neptune's 1 O-to-12-hour mission pro
file. 

After a tour in Hawaii as instrument flight examiner and 
U-21 instructor pilot. Fulbright attended the first 
Aviation Warrant Officer Advanced Career Course 
and was subsequently assigned to the Federal 
Aviation Agency as Army Aviation Coordinator for five 
southwestern states. 

This outstanding master Army aviator retired in 1975 with 
more than 30 years service, more than 8,700 flight hours 
(of which 1,250 were in combat) and more than 1,000 
hours in the P-2V. He was qualified in 25 aircraft types. 
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